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9L4.1. INmoDUcroRY REMARKS

$14.1.1. The nqture of the texts

The decipherment of Linear B and the intensive study of the Mycenaean

texts that followed yield significant insights into several aspects of the religion

of Late Bronze Age Greece. Though we cannot say that this led to a complete

change in the way in which we understand (or speculate about) this topic, we

now move on much firmer ground. We may start with an example: the old view
that the god Dionysus was a newcomer to Greece (possibly from Thrace) was

challenged when - in the fifties - the names di-wo-nu-so, di-wo-nu'so-io, i'e.
Diwonùsos, appeared in two Pylos tablets (Xa lO2 and Xa 1419). Unfortunately

the two texts were fragmentary and there was no absolute certainty that we

dealt with a god. However, in 1990 the appearance in Crete of di-wo-nu-so

written on a new tablet from Khania (Gq 5) next to ldi-v.vç,lDiv.vçi 'fo Zetrs' ,

confirmed the antiquity of the god Dionysus on the Greek scene. The divine
nature of lhe di-wo-nu-so mentioned on PY Xa 102 has meanwhile been con-

firmed by Mu-eNe's (2001, 36) join of Xa IO2 with PY Ea lOi which yielded

an almost complete text, now labelled PY Ea IO2 and read as di-wo-nu-so-io

e-ka-ra GRA 2 T 6 f, Diwonûsojo eskhørãi. This clearly indicates that a plot
of land (measured in quantities of wheat) is linked with 'the hearth (altar) of
Dionysus'.

However, our understanding of many aspects, including some central features,

of Mycenaean religion and cult is still limited and in many regards unsatis-

factory. The Linear B documents concem the economic administration of the

palace in its various aspects. Therefore, there are no religious texts in the strict

sense of the word - no prayers, hymns, manuals of religious instruction. All that

we can use are the records of economic transactions - gifts to gods or sanctuar-

ies, contributions for religious rituals, State banquets, etc. They are written on

small clay tablets of ephemeral use that mostly contain very few data both about

the recipient(s) and the kind and quantity of the commodities offered.

In addition the records that list palace personnel or provide for their subsist-

ence sometimes mention titles of religious dignitaries. From these different
types of documents we leam the names andlor titles of some deities, festivals,
priests and other religious personnel, sanctuaries and cult places as well as of
agricultural products and other objects that are given as offerings aná/or sub-

sistence rations. The evidence is by no means sufficient for a full reconstruction

of Mycenaean religion or its system of beliefs. We must thus put on record two
crucial reservations: first, any conclusion that we may reach can only concem

official religion (Staøtsreligion), i.e. the religion that impinges on the palace
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documents; we have no 'private' documents that reflect popular rðligion (Volks-

religion). Secondly, all conclusions can only be incomplete and provisional

since they are mostly based on extrapolations from the restricted number of
relevant terms and names available in the few texts at our disposal.

Because of the inadequacy of the documentation, Linear B scholarship

has necessarily concentrated on specific aspects of Mycenaean religion, such

as theonyms, or on the few tablets of outstanding interest such as KN Fp 1,

KN V 52, PY Tn 316 (see Companion l, ç9.6, 9.I7, 9.38) or MY Fu 711.

No comprehensive study has been written or could be written. Consequently,

the monograph by M. GÉnano-RoussEAu correctly entitled Les mentions reli-

gieuses dans les tablettes mycéniennes (Rome, 1968) is largely an annotated

commentary on single words and names thought to be of religious nature 
-

this book is now mostly out-of-date and should only be used in conjunction

with F. Aune Jonno's Diccionario Micénico (Madrid, 198511993). Similarly,

J. Cru¡wcr's contribution to A. MonpuRco DAVIES' and Y. DuHoux's 1984

survey, entitled What do we know about Mycenøeøn Religion? ,marLnly reviewed

the names of gods and goddesses, cult functionaries, religious festivities and

various types of offerings. In an attempt to clarify the basic methodological

problems Chadwick ended his study with an 'appeal for greater caution in all
discussions of this difficult subject' (CHADwrcr 1985, 201).

In the last fifteen years the situation has not drastically changed and Chad-

wick's waming has lost nothing of its validity. However two new and important

pieces of evidence have now appeared: firstly, the sealings found in Thebes in
1982 document the existence of State banquets (cf. $14.2.3) and record the

items sent for this purpose; secondly, the tablets found in Thebes in 1993-95

have raised lively and extensive discussions (cf. e.g. $14.3.1.5).

$14.1.2. Aspects of methodology

The method used to identify the tablets which contain religious terms is

relatively simple (see also this volume, Chapter 11).

First, we look for unambiguous religious terms known from the Classical

period, mainly basic words like te-o, thehos'god', te-o-jo do-e-rola, thehoio

doheloslq'god's servant', i-je-ro, í-ie-re-u, i-ie-re-ia, hieron, hiereus, hiereia,

'holy/sanctuary', 'priest', 'priestess'; or theonyms like di-we, Diwei'for Zeus',

po-se-da-o-ne, Poseidahõnei 'fot Poseidon', etc.; or terms for offerings such

as sa-pa-ka-te -ri-j a, sphaktëria'sacrificial (animals)'.

The next step is to look at the intemal and extemal context of the term(s)

examined.
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Ttrc internal context is the immediate context of the tablet, e.g. the kind and

quantity of the commodities (possibly offerings) mentioned or the presence of
other religious items such as sanctuaries, cult persormel, religious festivals, etc.

A good example is provided by tablet KN Fp 1(1) where we find clear theonyms
(di-we, Diwei 'for 7-eus', pa-si-te-o-i, pansi theoihi'for all gods', etc.), sanctuar-

ies (Daidøleionde'to the [sanctuary called] Daidaleion') and also a clear instance

of a female cult functionary (a-ne-mo i-je-re-ja, Anemõn hierejai'for the priest-
ess of the Winds'). Since the whole tablet is clearly a record of offerings and their
recipients, we may consider, by analogy, as religious designations the other terms
like, e.g., pa-de, qe-ra-si-ja and *47-da-de, which are structurally parallel to
the clear cultic designations, even if they have no match in alphabetic Greek.

In some cases word formation can also give useful hints. For instance, we
often come across words suffixed with -te-ri-jo or -i-jo (he latter mostly added
to gods' names). In alphabetic Greek many names of festivals or sanctuaries
show these terminations, e.g. the festivals called Anthestêria, Pluntëria, etc., or
sanctuaries such as Olumpieion, Heraion, Asklëpieion, etc. We can then assume
that comparable Mycenaean terms, if found in religious contexts, are festival
names or sanctuaries. As festival names we may quote e.g. po-re-no-zo-te-ri-ja
(the festivity of the 'girding of persons offered to a deity'?) , to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo
(the festivity of 'pouring libations atfrom the throne'?), re-ke-to-ro-te-ri-jo
(lekhestrõtêrion 'the spreading of the bed'); as sanctuaries cf. di-wi-jo(-de),
po-si-dø-i-jo(-de), da-da-re-jo(-de) which designate the sanctuaries of Zeus
(Diwion), Poseidon (Posidahion) and of (or 'built by'?) Daidalus.

We call externøl context what is usually called 'series' or 'set', i.e. a coherent
administrative document consisting of several tablets wriffen by the same scribe,
showing the same scribal layout, the same physical condition and found at the
same spot. This is the case of, e.9., the Knossos Fp(l) set which consists of ca
10 tablets contained in a chest which was found in a room at the southem end
of the palace's west wing. All these texts have the same shape, i.e. they are so

called palm leaf tablets and are written by a single hand (h. 138). They all reg-
ister quantities (allocations) of olive oil (offerings) in comparable small amounts

- another feature that is characteristic of offering tablets. On the other hand,
not all series/sets that include religious terms are necessarily religious tablets.
Thus, to give a further example, the Pylian E- series in which we repeatedly
meet religious designations for persons - for instance te-o-jo do-e-ro/a, thehojo
doheloslã'god's servant', i-je-re-jø, hiereja'priestess', ka-ra-wi-po-ro, klãwipho-
ros 'key-bearer' (female functionary with religious obligations) - as well as the
name of the god Poseidon represent a kind of cadastre of (primarily religious?)
land-holdings, most of them at the holy place of pa-ki-ja-ne. And in the Jn tablets
from Pylos which record amounts of bronze allocated to local bronze-smiths we

$ l+.1
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frnd ka-ke-we po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo, khalkêwes potniawejoi 'bronze-sñúths belonging

to Potnia', i.e. we deal with personnel which fulfils an industrial task but belongs

rc a goddess. In conclusion, in order to identify and interpret the tablets with

religious content it is important to start with terms whose meaning is cefain and

with contexts which clearly indicate religious matters; it is only from this starting

point that we may dare to move to more speculative fields exploiting intertextual

comparison. Etymological observations, though always of interest, are a less

secure guide and can only be used with caution.

$14.2. A TENTATIvE cLAssIFrcATIoN oF THE LINEAR B nBr.rcrous rnxrs

It is useful to provide a preliminary classification of the texts which are

relevant to the organization of cult. We may distinguish six different categories,

five of which are immediately linked to religious aims and have a specific

administrative character, while a sixth class, though not directly connected with
religion, is marked by the occasional inclusion of terms with religious connota-

tion. The six classes proposed are as follows: offerings of agricultural and

industrial products ($1a.2.1); offerings of livestock (8M.2.2); State banquets

Gla.23); offerings and rations for religious festivities ($1a.2.a); cult person-

nel ($14.2.5); economic involvements of the religious sector ($14.2.6). As is
obvious, by far the most numerous group of religious texts is that which deals

with offerings (cf. WnrI-H.tRrNER 2005).

$14.2.1. Offeríngs of agrìcultural and industrínl products

We include in this category all texts that list offerings sent to deities or
cult-places either on a routine basis (monthly, etc.) or for special occasions

(festivals, etc.). This group of tablets has by far the largest number of theo-
nyms, names of cult-places, festivals, etc.

The texts mainly record agricultural products such as olives (lvi), olive oil
(om), honey (uø+nr), barley (Hono), flour or spelt (r.m), spices (cYr, ARoM, etc.),

but also wool (uNa) and textiles (*146,*166+wa), as well as some commodities

expressed by the unidentified ideograms * 170, * l7l, *190. Whereas most of these

series which deal with agricultural produce tend to recorcl one product only,l the

ore: KN Fp and Fh series, PY Fr series; HoRD: KN F 51; ue+ru: KN Gg series, KH Gq 5;
cr,p,etc.: KNGaseries; textile*146: KNMseries,PYMbseries,Mn 1411; textile*166+wt:
KN Oa 745+7374, 1808; LANA: KN Od series.
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KN Fs series is different because of its combination of several kinds of food-
stuff including barley (uom), figs (rrz), oil (ole), flour or spelt (nan), wine (vrN)
and occasionally also honey (mr+nt).

Apart from textiles, the precise use of which remains unknown (cloths
for cult-images? or robes for attendants at religious festivities?), there is a
more striking example of manufactured product offered to gods: the gold
vessels recorded on PY Tn 316 (see Companion l, $9.38) as offers for vari-
ous deities andlor sanctuaries. They are unique since, when we find other
vessels mentioned in offering tablets in connection with liquid commodities
such as honey (KN Fs 8 v., Gg series) or wine (KN Uc 160, if religious),
these are simply (clay) containers and serve to indicate the quantities of
liquids.

Usually the quantities mentioned for the various types of offerings are mod-
est. Thus, e.g., the oil rations recorded by the KN Fp tablets mostly note
amounts of about 10 l.; they rarely amountt"o 201. or so and only exceptionally
reach or surpass 30 l. Within the 'mixed' KN Fs series the quantities normally
offered are of around 9.6 l. of barley (uono), 4.8 l. of figs (rvl), 0.8 l. of olive
oil (ole), 1.6 l. of flour or spelt (ran), 1.6 l. of wine (vrN) and 0.4 L of honey
(un+nr). Within the KN Gg(l) and (3) sets only one or two amphorae of honey
are given to deities or sanctuaries. At Pylos the normal quantities of olive oil
documented in the Fr tablets range from 0.8 l. to 30.4 I., with the exception of
two unusually high quantities for which see below. Annual amounts of barley
contributions (nor offerings !) to Poseidon (and some human recipients) which
are listed in the PY Es tablets and were made by several functionaries differ
widely: thus ka-ra-i (MN) who is at the lower end of the contributions, gives
only 19.21., while a-re-ku-tu-ru-wo (MN; Alektrüwòn - in Classical Greek,
this name meant 'Cock') who is at the upper end is committed to providing no
less than 220.81.

According to the PY Fn series the rations supplied to officials who took
part in religious feasts, some of which presumably lasted several days, con-
sisted of varying quantities of barley (uono) and figs (NÐ - from3.2l. to 641.
of barley (for individuals; groups are granted multiple allocations) and from
9.6 l. to 96 l. of figs. The quantities of olive oil recorded in the PY Fr series
show still greater variation: they range from 0.4 l. for the 'Trishero' ti-ri-se-
ro-e (GN; Trishêrõhei; Fr 1204) to 160 l. for the 'Divine Mother' (ma-te-re
te-i-ja, matërei thehiai; Fr I2O2; for possible interpretations cf. 914.3.1.1,
14.4). The quantities of wine (vrN) in PY Gn 428, which probably belongs ro
the religious sector, range from 9.6 l. to 48 l.; allotments of the same product
in the KN Fs series range from | .6 to 3.2 l. No doubt, these obvious fluctua-
tions in the quantities are caused by different parameters that depend no less
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on the recipients' status than on the period of time for which these coñftibutions

were provided.
Manufactured items normally also occur in low numbers: five or fewer

pieces of textiles (indicated by the ideograms *146 and *166+wn) are appar-

ently offered for religious purposes according to PY Mb 1366 and 1402,

whereas on the KN M and Oa texts usually one piece is recorded. Again, how-

ever, the occasion of the offering and the nature of the recipient have to be

considered. There are at least two exceptional cases of unusually high numbers

of textiles offered to deities: /2fpieces are listed on KN Oa745 for the Lady

of the Labyrinth (dø-pu2-ri\lo-jol po-ti-ni-jq, DlLaburinfthojol potniai) and no

less than 37 units of the textile *146 are mentioned on PY Un 6 (on that text

cf. below ç14.2.3) in connection with a State banquet (cf. also NoscH - PsnNe

2OO1).

What part of the total agricultural assessment concerned the religious sec-

tor? The question has been discussed by L. Bendall in a useful and profound

study. About the ratio of the overall olive oil production to the share devoted

to religious purposes at Knossos and Pylos, she concluded that, despite the

relatively 'large number of tablets on which offerings are recorded', which give
'the impression that large amounts of palatial commodities were allocated for
religious purposes', 'the figures do not bear this out.' 'On the whole,' according

to her results, 'it might be accurate to say that ca 4-7Vo of palatial resources

were earmarked for religious offerings' (Bexoan 2001,449: see further BnN-

DAtL 2OO7).

There are, it must be added, also exceptions to the rule that offerings were

normally modest: thus, e.g., KN Fp 5504 mentions 288 l. of olive oil as (being

or having been) sent to the place (sanctuary?) a-ka-ta-ra-te-so-de; on KN G
7509 no fewer than 5761. of cyperus (rvc+o) are recorded next to di-kaaa-def
(Diktandel'to Dikte') and on KN E 842 we find 2342.41. Sliyçç (QI,.lÐ in
connection with the entry te-o-i me-a-de (thehoihi, me-a-de'for the gods, to
the site of M.'). Comparable to these cases are, as already stated, the 22[ cloths

obviously made of linen (ri-no, linon) and of the wehanos-type (we-a2-no;

described ideographically as ' ri * 166+wt') which are mentioned next to da-pu2-

rif-to-jo fpo-ti-ni-ja, DlLaburinfthojo fpotniai 'for the Lady of the Labyrinth';
and also the37 textile pieces of the *146 type listed on PY Un 6, which belongs
to the type of the 'mixed' records characteristic of State banquets ('mixed'
means that these lists contain several different commodities). The general

impression suggested by these texts is that they refer to overall amounts going
to sanctuaries rather than offerings meant for individual deities; we may also

wonder whether these large quantities were meant for local festivities or served

for the subsistence of cult personnel.
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The tablets which record the various kinds of commodities to be consumed

at State banquets (cf. below $14.2.3) tell us that sacrificial animals were sent

from rural places to the palace and, perhaps (via the palace?) also to other local

cult places in the provinces. Accordingly it is possible to identify some groups

of tablets which clearly contain the records of animals meant for sacrifice

(Gotanr lggg).These are, at least occasionally, described as sa-pø-ka-te-ri-ia,

sphaktêria 'sacrificial' (e.g. KN Clzl94l) or as i-ie-rola, hieronla'sacred' (TH

Wu series). Contrary to our category 1 (above gI4.2.I) these tablets usually

contain no indication of date and/or recipient. Apart from direct indications

such as sphaktëria (or the abbreviated form 'sø') and hiera it is, as just stated,

primarily the low numbers, as opposed to much higher quantities for the herds,

and only rarely the context, which are characteristic of this class'

From our point of view, it emerges that for the central administration at the

time when these tablets were redacted the date and site were not important;

obviously the purpose of these texts was to make sure that sacrificial animals

were available when required. This was achieved monitoring the persons who

had to deliver them (or had already delivered them?) and keeping on record

the number of animals which had to be provided.

The KN C(2) and c(3) series are important tablets which record the delivery

of sacrificial animals to the palace. KN C(2) seems to register animals (sheep

ovrs and goats cer) to be delivered by high status persons while KN C(3) seems

to concentrate on local functionaries who are obliged to supply pigs (sus).

The same class of functionaries is expected to deliver (or to have delivered?)

one bovid (nos) per person together with 12 items of an unidentified commod-

ity (ne *170; ne-wa 'young, small') on KN C9O2. AtPylos this category of

texts is represented mainly by the tablets cn 3 and cn 608 (cf. cn 1191,1287).

Thus it seems that both at Knossos and Pylos sacrificial animals were levied

from high-ranked individuals (cf. KN c 954 and PY Cn 1287) as well as on a

more local and communal level (cf. KN C 9OZ and PY Cn 3' 608)'

As we saw above, it is only in a few cases that we are told something about

the recipients; exceptionally in KN C 394 a sacrificial (sø; cf. above) bull and

one (?) ram afe recorded in the line above pq-ia-q-ne I pa-de[, where the first

word might perhaps (??) be a variant of pa-ja-wo-ne Paiawõnei 'for Paiaon'

attested on KN Y 52.2 (cf. the aþhabetic Greek epithet of Apollo Paiãon), and

pq-dçl,may be the god pa-de attesfed elsewhere at Knossos but unknown from

historical sources.

In my view (but other interpretations of the syntax are possible), on PY Cn

3 bulls are sent by military contingents (troops) fo the di-wi-je-we e-re-u-te-re,

$ 1+.2.2
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presumably the 'priest of Zeus', who is also a kind of inspectorl ?) of me-za-na
(GN,gen./dat.,Mefands/i,possiblytheequivalentof ClassicalGreek Messënë,
both a goddess and a place-name). We may then, by implication, conclude that,
according to the interpretation favoured here, the local goddess (?) *Mefdna
was the recipient of (sacrificial) bulls and that the palace had ordered some
local military contingents to send these bulls to the priest of Zeus (cf. also
Classical Greek 'Zeus Eleuther') for her (or for sacrificing to her) (cf. Kn-r-nN
2000, chap. III).

The sacrificial animals are normal domestic species, i.e. bovids (nos), sheep
(ovls), goats (cer) and pigs (sus). On the whole, relatively small numbers are
characteristic of tablets which record animals meant for sacrifice; the small
numbers are an idiosyncratic trait by which this type of documents differs from
the records of whole herds that list much higher figures. Yet, we must not
forget that, although individual contributors apparently had to deliver only a

small number of animals, we do not know how often this was the case; it might
have been only once ayeaÍ, but we cannot exclude that animals had to be sent
to the palace repeatedly, e.g. whenever a festivity was held.

Of some interest is the combination of three animals such as Bos, ovls and
cat which, as already mentioned, occurs as a regular pattem on KN Ce I52
where either one or twelve animals of each species are consistently grouped
together (yielding a likely offering of three or 36 animals). A full hecatomb
is probably mentioned in KN C 914; it consists of 50 rams (ovrs^ 50) and 50
he-goats (cee'50) which are being sent (or have been sent) to a festival (?)
called a-ka-wi-ja(-de) (on this term cf. below $14.3.3).

S14.2.3. State banquets

We must keep in mind that in the Greek culture all slaughtering of animals
was seen as a sacrificial act.

We cannot say how butchering was ritualized in Mycenaean times when
performed on an unofficial, perhaps minor, scale, but the tablets provide evi-
dence for official feasts held at the palaces and connected with the slaughtering
of 'sacrificial animals.' In recent years it has become usual to speak of 'State
banquets', using the term to refer to festivals organized by the ruler and/or high
officials, which assembled a great mass of participants, including members of
the elite; no doubt these State banquets also had the political purpose of
strengthening the relations between the ruler, the elite and, perhaps, the lower
classes of the population. In fact, we know that from Homer onwards these
banquets included a religious section, when the animals were slaughtered; there
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may also have been libations, etc. However, most of the banquet consisted of
communal feasting rather than of a religious ceremony.

That in Pylos State banquets were performed was concluded from archaeo-

logical evidence even before it was understood that several important tablets

concemed this topic (cf. SÄnr-uNl 1980, who calls these events 'sacrificial
banquets'). However, it was only when a group of inscribed sealings (TH Wu
series) was discovered at Thebes (Prronos et al. 1990) that it emerged that the
animals and other recorded commodities (expressed by the undeciphered ide-
ograms *171, *190) were closely matched by the 'mixed' list of the tablet PY
Un 138; both documents record almost exactly the same number of animals
(sheep: 16 at each site; goats: 14 at Thebes, 13 at Pylos; pigs: 12 at TH,
13 at PY; bovids: 2 (3?) at TH, 3 at PY). Soon afterwards it was recognized

that other tablets of the same 'mixed' class belonged to this specific group.2

Meanwhile the subject has become a major field of Mycenaean studies (VanÍes
G¡RcI¡ 2000; PamIwt2OO4; cf. the bibliography in Mycenaean Feast).

Though, on the whole, the presence of a religious component in these tablets

cannot be doubted, it is striking that in most examples of this category we lack
specific indications which refer to divine recipients. Two tablets only, PY Un 6
and Un 853, mention Poseidon as the deity receiving apart, at least, of these

offerings. In the standard sacrifice pattems of the Classical period the larger
part of the offerings was meant for the human participants in the feast. At Pylos

a man called e-ke-ra2-wo provides half of the total quantity of delivered items;
his status is disputed buf e-ke-ra2-wo is often, and correctly in my view, taken

to be a title of the wanax (or his personal name; cf. Pelenrl¿ 1995). His con-

tribution may be a share of the income from fhe wanax's personal land-holding,
i.e. the te-me-no of the sa-ra-pe-da type (crown-land?) recorded on the tablets

PY Er 3I2l88O and Un 718 (Ku-leN 1999,350fÐ; cf. the alphabetic Greek
temenos,'area of land reserved for the ruler' (Homer) or 'for the god' (Classical).

On Un 6 besides Poseidon the goddesspe-re-*82 (for whom see also PY Tn 316)

is also mentioned as receiving offerings. In addition to these very important
texts, PY Un 2 is also wofth mentioning here since its introductory line informs
us that a banquet was held at the cult centre (holy district) of pa-ki-ja-ne on the

occasion of mu-jo-me-no e-pi wa-na-ka-te, mujomenoi epi wanakteí. This must
mean either that the wqnqx was introduced into a religious mystery cult (?) or
that he presided over some kind of initiatory ritual.

Another individual who, as indicated by tablet PY Cn 418, organized a State

banquet, is recorded as we-u-da-ne-we (dative) (a form we-da-ne-we may be a

2 PY Ua, Un series; KN Uc 160, etc.; perhaps also MY Ue 661; cf. KrLI-sN 1992b, 1994, 1996.
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scribal variant [?]). In all likelihood he may be identified with tFe ra-wa-ke-ta.

The ra-wa-ke-ta, ldwãgetds (alphabetic Greek lagetãs)'leader of the people

(sc. in arms)' is generally supposed to hold the second place after the wanax

in the Mycenaean hierarchy of power. As far as we know, the wanax and

the ldwdgetas only own the privileged type of land-holdings called temenos

(nom. sg., PY Er 312). Therefore it may be not accidental that both persons are

connected with this kind of banquets.

With reference to the quantities of commodities it is worthwhile to remem-

ber the conclusions which J. Cseowrcr (World,100f.) reached about the food-

stuff consumed at the feasting event recorded in PY Un 2 (which presumably

was compiled at the time of the'initiation'of the king; see above): 'The list
of goods is impressive: l5T4litres of barley, 14.5 litres of cyperus, 115 litres

of flour,307 litres of olives, 19 litres of honey,96 litres of figs, 1ox,26rams,
6 ewes, 2 he-goats, 2 she-goats, 1 fattened pig, 6 sows, 585.5 litres of wine, not

to mention three commodities which are listed by unknown abbreviations or

ideograms. The barley alone would provide rations for 43 people for a month.

But if the ceremony really were a royal initiation, these offerings are by no

means excessive.'

514.2.4. Offeríngs and rations for religious festivities

As was recently pointed out by J.T. Ku-eN 2001, there is a further category

of tablets that records different classes of ration recipients 
- 

officials as well
as craftsmen, and also deities and cult-places. Killen has now convincingly
interpreted this so far poorly understood and strange-looking class as recording
both offerings and subsistence rations promised by the palace to deities and to
officials involved in these cult performances on the occasion of religious fes-

tivities. It is especially tablets like PY Fn 187 which contain terms of different
categories such as cult-places (po-si-da-ïjo-de, posidãhionde'to the sanctuary
of Poseidon' , pa-ki-ja-na-de 'to the holy place of P.'), deities (u-po-jo-po-ti-
ni-ja, u-po-jo potniãi,'for the Potnia of U.'), priests (po-si-da-i-je-u-si, posi-
dahieusi'for the priests of Poseidon'), officials (ka-ru-ke, karukei'for the

kdrux' (dative), 'herald' in alphabetic Greek and craftsmen/women (e.g., a-ke-
ti-ri-ja-i, asketriãhi, female textile workers, specialized in finishing processes,

cf. Classical Greek askeõ). Another tablet which may be included here is
PY Un 219 which registers divine and human recipients in the dative together
with abbreviations of unidentified commodities, e.g. e-ke-ra2-wo(-ne) (pers. name,

presumably the wanax: ç14.2.3), pa-de-we (considered by several scholars as

a deity, but there are other interpretations), ka-ru-ke ('herald'), a-keti-ri-ja-i
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(women engaged in textile industry), a-ti-mi-te (Artimitei'for Artemis'), etc.

The KN Fs series, which was mentioned above, may also belong in this group

since it includes terms of religious nature and is most likely a record of a 'ten

days' worth of meals for a single person' (R. Palvmn 1994).

Finally, the majority of the tablets found in 1993-95 at Thebes apparently

belong to this category (but see below). Here barley (uon¡; Fq series), olives

(ot-w; Ft series) and wine (vnv; Gp series) are recorded mostþ (or exclusively)

for human recipients who are supposed to take part in some kind of religious

performance; among them there occur in TH Fq 254 a de-qo-no, deipnos

'caterer (?)' (but cf. Companion I,386), and also, in another series recording

personnel and rations, (two) ru-ra-ta-e, lúrastde 'lyte-players' (Av 106). The

amounts of commodities range for barley between 0.4 l. and 19.21., for olives

between 3.2 and 40[ l. and for wine between 0.8 l. and 1921. On the much-

debated question whether these tablets also contain the names of deities and of
sacred animals cf. $ 14.3.1.5.

$14.2.5. Cult personnel

Apart from monitoring processes within the material economy, the record-

ing of the status and changes of personnel was also a main task of the palatial

administration. Consequently we are told about various characteristics of the

religious personnel. The tablets PY An 607, An 1281 and Ae 303 offer inter-
esting examples. PY An 607 records women of 'religious' parentage who are

obviously connected with functionaries called e-qe-ta, hek'etai, alphabetic

Greek hepetai'followers'; part of these women has mothers who are do-e-ra
(doheta 'servant') of either do-qe-ja (most likely an otherwise unknown deity)

or di-wi-ja (Diwia, another goddess) while their fathers are either do-e-ro
(dohelos'servant') of again do-qe-ja or smiths (ka-ke-u, khalkeus; cf. also the

kø-ke-we po-ti-ni-ja-we-io, khalkëwes potniaweioi 'bronze-smiths belonging

to Potnia' on PY Jn 310, 431). PY An 1281 registers persons associated with
two Potniai: po-lti-ni-ja i-qe-jø and po-til-a-ke-si po-ti-ni-ia; the restoration

in line 9, which is based on the place-name p o-ti-a-ke-e attested in PY An 298

and An 610, is possible, but by no means certain, nor is certain the interpre-

tation of l-a-ke-;i as a place name. PY Ae 303 mentions 14 women at Pylos

(pu-ro) who are described as i-ie-re-ia do-e-ra (hierejds dohelai'servants of
the priestess') e-ne-ka ku-ru-so-jo i-ie-ro-io, (h)enekø khrusoio hierojo 'in
charge of the sacred gold', or 'of the gold of the sanctuary' - see Companion

1, $9.25. Here, perhaps, we encounter women who may be fulfilling the same

functions as those recorded on PY Tn 316 where male and female persons

E
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(called po-re-na) are described together with gold vessels giveñ as offerings

to various deities.

ç14.2.6. Economic involvements of the religious sector

Though it does not constitute a coherent administrative document, a further

class of tablets may be seen as a separate category with tablets from several

series that concern either agricultural products or manufactured items. Their
common feature is that they refer to personnel and establishments of either

agricultural or industrial nature which are evidently controlled by sanctuaries,

which in their turn are supervised by the palace.3 Agricultural establishments

of this kind are known from tablets which list sheep flocks belonging to the

Potnia (KN Dltll series) or from a tablet such as KN D 411 which mentions

at least 90 sheep in the possession of e-me-a2-o (Hermãhão gen., 'of Hermes').

KN Mc 4462, in addition to a normal flock cared for by an individual shepherd

called lrø-wo-qo-no, fLdwok'honos, also registers some products for ø-re; if
this is to be read Arei dat.,'for the god Ares' we may well be dealing with
offerings, btut a-re may also be taken as a MN.

Some, at least, of the palatial workshops dedicated to industrial production
seem to have been also controlled by sanctuaries. The tablets recording ka-

ke-we po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo, khalkëwes potniawejoi'bronze-smiths belonging to P.'
(PY Jn series) may be mentioned again. PY Un 249 which registers an q-re-

pq- VAI- ol p o - ti- ni-j a-w e -j o, ale iphaü ohlo s) p otniaw ej o s'unguent-boiler
belonging to the Potnia' falls also into this category and points to another
induskial establishment owned by this goddess and dedicated to the production
of perfumed oil, perhaps also to be used in the cult as in the PY Fr series.

In PY Fr, oil generally serves for offerings and also in a special case (fu 1225)
as ointment (a-ro-pa, aloipha, alphabetic Greek aloiphã 'unguent, ointment')
for the cloths (we-a2-no-i, wehanoihi) of the u-po-jo polïni-jø ('Potnia oflat
U.'). These establishments which belonged to sanctuaries were called wo-ko
(nom. sing., woikos, Classical Greek oiftos 'household'). This is shown by the
tablets PY Sh 736 with me-za-na wo-ke, Mef ãnãs woikei'in the oikos of (the
goddess?) Met'ana' (interpretation not unanimously accepted, but cf. Kueu
2000, chap. III) and TH Of 36 with poai-ni-ja wo-ko-de, potniãs woikonde 'to
the oikos of P.'. A different, but presumably related, type of establishment, also
controlled by sanctuaries, is indicated with the expression do-de (dö-de 'to the

3 I now avoid the misleading term Tempelwirtschaft, which I used in an earlier contribution
(Hnl-en 1982); cf . BrNo¡u 2001 ; Luracr 1998, 1999.
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house' [ofl). On TH Of 26 (a tablef recording allocations of wool), do-de is
connected with the name of di-u-jø-wo (cf. also TH Of 33) and is followed, in
the next entry, by theterm po-re-si which is obviously the dat. (pl.) of po-re-na,
designation of persons (victims, bearers of gold vessels?) who appear in clearly
religious function on the Pylos 'pantheon tablet' Tn 316 (cf. below and see

Companion 1, $9.38). A religious connection is also apparent for the persons

found in the PY Qa series and, at least in part, for those listed in PY An 1281;

both the Qa texts and An 1281 come from the so-called North-Eastern building
next to the Palace which seems to have functioned either as a workshop or,

more likely, as a store-room for industrial products. Here too we find a remark-
ably close association between religious personnel and economy matters (cf.
also Lupecr 1999).

ç14.2.7, The 'holy' dístríct o/ pa-ki-ja-ne

In addition to the tablets which belong to our category 6 above (514.2.6),

we must mention here the Pylos series which records land-holdings in the cult
centre (or sacred district) of pa-ki-jø-ne (PY Eb/p, En/o series). Pa-ki-ja-ne is
obviously a kind of a 'temple estate' belonging to the Potnia (and, perhaps, to
the wanax?). This is shown first by the tablet PY Tn 316 where the toponym
pa-ki-ja-ne is mentioned first, and, in association with po-ti-ni-ja, together with
a whole series of cult-places which receive precious gifts. Moreover, in pa-ki-
ja-ne we find (PY EbÆp, EnÆo) a remarkable concentration of cult personnel,

including many te-o-jo do-e-rola (thehojo doheloilaí'god's servants', surely
not 'slaves' in the Classical sense of the word), a priest and a priestess named

we-te-re-u and e-ri-ta, the ka-ra-wi-po-ro (klãwiphoros 'keybearer' [of the
sanctuaryl; a purely religious title) named ka-paai-ja, a i-je-ro-wo-ko (hiero-

worgos'sacrificing priest'), and a further person qualified additionally as po-
ti-ni-ja-we-jo Qtotniawejos'belonging to the Potnia'). Given this majority of
cult personnel among the land-holders atpa-ki-ja-ne,these EbÆp,EnÆo series,

though meant primarily as a kind of cadastre, may also be counted among the
texts which provide indirect 'religious' information (cf. also below $14.3.4).

$14.3. Rnucrous rERMs aND THErR cATEcoRIES

We have now surveyed the Linear B texts which are most relevant to
'Mycenaean religion' and we can turn to an analysis of the information which
these sources provide. We must stress, however, that in general the most that

$ 14.2.7
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wo can do is to identify individual lexical items and classify them into the

relevant fields: deities (recipients of offerings), cult-places (destinations of
offerings), cult events (religious festivities and rituals), cult personnel (including

some indirect evidence on cult hierarchy and cult otganizafion), and agricul-

rural or industrial establishments controlled by the sanctuaries (which in their

tum are supervised by the palace). Further inquiries may lead us to the com-

parison of Mycenaean data with the data offered by later sources

$14.3.1. Recipients of rcligious offerings

$14.3.1.1.. Major Olympic deities

For the historian of religion the fact that the deities mentioned in the Linear
B texts include a majority of Olympian deities known from the Classical period

is of paramount interest. In the Mycenaean texts we find great part of the main
gods and goddesses of the Olympian pantheon : Zevs, Hera, Artemis, Poseidon,

Dionysus (the latter was thought for a long time to be a first millennium new-
comer), Hermes, Ares, Hephaestus (attested only indirectly by a MN) and,
perhaps, Demeter (??). The attempts to identify Demeter in our texts have

focussed on the terms ma-ka (TH), Ma Gã (?D,4 si-to-po-ti-ni-ja (MY; siton
potnia'Lady of the Grain') and ma-te-re te-i-ja (PY; mqtërei thehiãi'for the

Divine Mother' (for another possible interpretation of this term cf. $ 14.4), but
there is no general agreement. Athena is most likely to be implied by the phrase

a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ja on KN V 52, frequently interpreted as Athdnãs Potnia cf.
Homeric potni' Athênaië (fitting the hexameter) 

- 
see Companion l, *9.17.

The term is likely to indicate the Potnia of a place called a-ta-na, which could
be either an otherwise unattested Cretan site or perhaps a form (in the singular)
of the name of the well known place (in the plural) in continental Greece; in
this connection Athens' role in the Minotaur's myth comes to mind. Hephaes-
tus seems to be attested indirectly by the personal name a-pa-i-ti-jo, Hãphaistiosl
iõn on a tablet found at Knossos (KN L 588.1), but so far the corresponding
theonym does not occur.

Two deities are conspicuously absent: Aphrodite and Apollo; the second of
these names was recognized in the incomplete wordlpe-ro2-fne onKN E 842.3,
cf. Doric Apellon; but this reading is very uncertain and the word could also
be restored as u-lpe-ro2-fne; cf. below ç14.3.1.2. Given that our information
largely depends on the chance finding and preservation of one or the other

4 Cf.TOP,311; not accepted by DuHoux 2O03;2005;2006 and PALATMA 2002;2O03.
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tablet, this may be accidental, but it could also be due to the fact that both dei-

ties entered the pantheon of Classical Greek religion in post-Mycenaean times

only. According to some authors Aphrodite was indicated with the term po-ti-
ni-jø,but this is impossible to demonstrate. If so, she may have reached Greece

after the Greek colonization of Cyprus which did not start before 1200 BC,
while Apollo may have accompanied the Doric conquest of the Peloponnesus
after 1100 BC. Perhaps the lack of direct evidence for Hephaestus is due to his
basic connection with Lemnos, an island outside the Mycenaean cultural orbit
proper (although known to Mycenaeans as shown by some Late Mycenaean
pottery found there and also by the female workers called ra-mi-ni-ja, Ldmníai
mentioned on PY Ab 186 with other foreign workforces). Athens was an impor-
tant Mycenaean Çentre, but, as far as we know, not one of the most powerful;
consequently it is possible that Athena's rise to prominence in the pantheon

followed the rise of her eponymous city during the Dark Ages. Needless to say,

most of what precedes is bound to be speculative.

It would be important to extrapolate from the tablets some information about the

hierarchy of the Olympian gods, but at present this seems hardly possible, except
for some very general observations. The different quantities of commodities or
animals allocated to the individual deities may not be a reliable indication of the

gods' status since they are too susceptible to local and temporal circumstances,
though this may be possible in some instances (for a contrary view see Compan-
ion I, $9.6). Some Olympians (Zeus, Poseidon, Dionysus, Hermes) are found in
Crete as well as on the Greek mainland. So far Artemis is only attested in tablets
from the Greek mainland. Since in the Classical period she was frequently iden-
tified with the Cretan Diktunna, it is possible that she appears in the Knossos
tablets under another name. Qe-rø-si-.iø, who so far is not attested outside Crete,

is interpreted by some scholars as a theonym designating a 'divine huntress'
I?herasia (cf. Classical Greek thêraõ'hunt', etc.). If so, she might be a Cretan
predecessor of Artemis. On the other hand, if the island of Thera had this name
as early as the Late Bronze Age, and if the name was related to the 'hunting'
root mentioned above (which is far from certain), I?herasia could perhaps be

taken as the eponymous 'Goddess of Thera', who, as a local deity, would have
been widely respected after the devastating explosion of the island's volcano
at the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. That the Minoans were in close con-
tact with the island of Thera at the time of the great Thera eruption emerges,

at the very least, from some clay sealings (i.e. official documents) imported
from Crete (most likely Knossos) to the site of Thera-Akrotiri (Doutvtls 2000);
moreover, tablets in Linear A have also been found there. However, there have
been other proposals for the interpretation of qe-ra-si-ja.
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Unquestionably, Poseidon emerges as the most importantìfeity from the

Pylos tablets; he is also known at Knossos where, however, it is difficult to
define the relative importance of the deities. Zeus, undoubtedly of Indo-Euro-

pean origin, is attested at þlos and in Crete, both at Khania and in the Knossos

palace; cf. KN F 51 (but see $14.3.1.5) and, in connection with the cult place

at Dikte, KN Fp 1. On the basis of this broad regional presence, he may have

been regarded even in this period as, if not the most, at any rate a very promi-

nent and powerful god. Similarly Dionysus, who is found at Pylos (Ea 102,

Xa l4l9), may have been a deity of considerable importance, since in Crete he

is associated with Zeus on the tablet KH Gq 5, perhaps as a theos sunnaos

(dwelling with Zeus in the same cult building). Hera was presumably Zeus'
wife even in this period (cf. below $14.3.1.4) and should have had similar
status; so far, however, she is not attested in Crete, but we find her on the

mainland at þlos (Tn 316; cf. Un 219) and also at Thebes (Of 28).

Hermes, though he is not mentioned frequently, nevertheless appears at all
'major' Linear B sites, Knossos (D 411), Pylos (Na 1357; Tn 316; Un 219.8)

and Thebes (Of 31). On the other hand it may be accidental that so far Ares is
attested only at Knossos (Fp 14.2; Mc 4462), though in the classical period
his cult is more widespread on Crete than on the mainland. However, it is

conceivable that the epitheton a-re-ja found in PY Tn 316 v.7 ê-rna-a2 a-re-ja,
Hermdhdi Arejai (?), is somehow linked with Ares.

$l-4.3.1-.2. Minor deities known from the Classical period

Besides the Olympian deities we find in the tablets the names of several gods

and goddesses who are known from Classical sources, even if they do not belong
to the most distinguished family of the Olympians. In this group we can list
PaiãõnlPaiõn (Pajãwön IKN V 52] and perhaps [but see ç 14.2.2] pq-ja-ç-ne

tKN C 3941), Enualios (KN Y 52; fhelvN e-nwa-ri-jo,PY An724.12, which
presumably is *Enwãlios, should not be confused with the god Enualios), e-ne-

si-da-o-ne (dat. ; cf. alphabetic Ctreek Ennosi gaios, Ennosidds), Eleuthia (without
doubt a variant spelling for Eileithuid) and Erinus.6 Daidalus, indirectly attested

by a sanctuary/cult-place (da-da-re-jo-de, Daidalejon-de 'to the Daidaleion', KN
Fp 1.3), should also belong here. Other instances of this type may be GraiaT

KN cg 705, Od7t4,7t5,716.
KN Fh 390, Fp 1.8, V 52.
ka-rø-u-ja, Grawja, MY Fu 711 (where it was also understood as a MN); cf. ka-ra-wi-ja,'IH
Fq 169, 207,228, where, however, the word has also been interpreted as a WN, though this
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and Harpuia (if a-pu-wa, TH Fq 229, etc., can be interpreted in this way, but
this is disputed). If Graia (?), Harpuia (?) and Erinys were correctly identified,
this would provide evidence for three deities of the dark chthonic sphere; in
this connection we are reminded of the ugly tall figurines found at Mycenae
and of S. Marinatos' interpretation (Menneros 1971). The Hero Ptoios may
be regarded as Apollo's predecessor in Classical Boeotia where he was vener-
ated in a sanctuary which is not far from, but cannot be equated with, the Ptoion
of the Classical era. This Ptoios may, at least indirectly, be attested by the
festival name po-to-a2-ja(-de), plo(i)haja-de 'to the Ptõia' (TH Av 104), but
this equation is not without phonetic problems.

It is striking that apart from Graia (?), Harpuia (?), and, perhaps Ptoios,
most of these deities are known from Cretan tablets 

- 
some of them became

later assimilated to Olympian gods: Pajawon and *Ptoios (?) with Apollo,
Enualios with Ares, Ennosidãs with Poseidon and Eileithuia, in some places,
with Artemis. Here we may see a reflection of the strong impact which the
Minoan culture (religion included) exercised on Mycenaean Greece, especially
during the period of Mycenaean occupation. Like many other elements of the

Minoan culture, such as writing, administration, (religious) pictorial icono-
graphy, etc., some minor deities are likely to have been appropriated by the
Mycenaeans who came under Cretan influence. Some of them show a strong
Cretan background as Pajawon, Enualios and Eileithuia and have no clear
Greek or Indo-European etymology. Another instance of this phenomenon may
be the Aeginetan/Cretan goddess Aphaia, who perhaps is indirectly attested by
the term a2-pa-ø2-de, if read Hapha(i)ha-de (?) 'to the festival (called)
Haphaiha' (neutr. pl. [?] TH V/u 94 

-the 
second /z is difficult to understand

in a termination-aia, however): in Classical times, Aphaia was taken as another
designation for Cretan Diktunna (Huen 2001). Similarly e-ri-nu'Erinys' so

far is only found on tablets from Crete: in her case too we may speculate that
she migrated from the Minoan into the Greek pantheon.

Some gods who function as personifications of natural phenomena may also
be classified with the deities considered above. The 'V/inds' are recorded as

recipients of offerings sent to a-ne-mo i-je-re-ja, anemon hierejai 'for the
Priestess of the Winds' (KN Fp 1) at Amnisos. The cult of V/inds lived on at

Amnisos into the Classical Period (Hauen 1967). The Sun- and Moon-god may
also be represented if we follow the proposals by J.T. Krt-I-sN (2000; 2004, 157)
who interprets KN E 842 me-na and u-lpe-ro2-fne as Mënai'for the Moon' and

will not have sounded very flattering even in the Late Bronze Age, since the basic meaning is
'old woman', cf. Od. 1.438 

- 
see however this volume, ç15.2.3.2.

$
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flulperiolnei 'for the Sun' (on the latter term which could alsõ be completed

as a-lpe-ro2-fne, Alpellolnei cf. above $14.3.1.1)

$14.3.1.3. Deities unknown in the Classical period

A relatively large number of divine recipients of offerings known from the

Linear B tablets did not survive into the Classical period. Some of these are

supposedly from a pre-Greek cultural layer. This is true for deities from Crete

Itki pa-de, pipi-tu-na (KN Fp 13, cf. Cretan Diktunna), ti-ta-ma(-i) (?)8 and

presumably also for the offering recipients recorded in the KN Fs series who

b"- nu*"t which are clearly not Greek; these are likely to represent Minoan

deities called, e.g., a-x65-ma-na-ke, a-ro-do-ro-o, qe-s(t-ma-qa, e-ti-wa, etc'

(DuHoux I989l9O); others like a-pa-nçÍ-re (l?l KN Gg 5185, cf. Apollo

Aphetor It. 9.404) and a-pe-ti-ra2 (KN V 28}.ll, perhaps xAphetria who may

be the female counterpaft of Aphetor) could be Greek translations/interpreta-

tions of Minoan theonyms.e

At Pylos the same could be true of me-za-nc¿, Mefanã, perhaps the epony-

mous deity of alphabetic Greek Messand (?),10 and of do-qe-ia (PY An 607;

cf. above $14.2.5) who are not attested on tablets from other sites. Several

further deities, who were not received among the Olympians, are recorded in

the Pylos 'Pantheon' tablet Tn 316, which looks like a register of Pylos deities,

but creates its own problems of interpretation (see Companion 1, $9.38).
The text seems to distinguish variou3 sanctuaries and here we list the relevant

deities accordingly: (a) at (the sanctuary of the) Potnia oflat pa-kïia-si: ma-

na-sa, po-si-da-e-ja, Posidahejai'for Posidaeia' (obviously a female counter-

part to Poseidon), ti-ri-se-ro-e, dat., Trishërõhei 'fot Trishero' and do-po-ta,

Do(n)spotdi (cf. alphabetic Greek despotãs)'for the Master'; (b) at another

group of sanctuaries (or a common one?): ïpe-me-de-ja (cf. alphabetic Greek

Iphimedeia, which is not necessarily related), di-u-ia, Diwja (an early female

counterpart to Zeus), pe-re-*82 (female deity); (c) finally, in the sanctuary of
Zeus (which he shares with Hera): aZetJs' son, called di-ri-mi-io (without cor-

responding alphabetic GN).
The various Potnia(i) 'Mistress(es)' who are corìnected with specific places

and whom we find in all major collections of tablets may also be regarded as

mainly local deities. The subject is complex and a full discussion would requfue

8 KN x 744,974,5881.
e L.R. P,qr-rrlen 1981a; 1983a, 340f; Ktt-l-pr¡ 1992b,361f.
10 An interpretation which can be supported but is not beyond doubt; PY Cn 3.1; cf. Sh 736 and

above 914.2.2.
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a whole monograph (cf. BoËm 2OO4). At Knossos we read of a-ta-na-po-ti-
ni-ja, Athãnds Potniø (presumably Potnia of Athana, KN V 52 v.l; cf. above

$ 14.3.1.1 and also Companion 1, $9.17) and of da-pu2-ri-to-jo po-ti-ni-ja,
DlLaburinthojo potnia,'Mistress of the Labyrinth'.ll The presence of another
Potnia (or, perhaps less likely, of other Potniai) is suggested by the adjective
po-ti-nija-we-jo,'belonging to P.', in tablets which register flocks mainly at
si-ja-du-we (Dl 933, etc.) but also at qa-nwa-so (Dl 943), ra-ja (DI777I), ka-
ru-no (Dl7I47) and da-x22-to (C 5730); whether these Potniai represent local
deities or are Potniai of another kind or of some other place where they would
also possess flocks must remain open (on the question of agricultural establish-
ments owned by gods cf. above $14.2.6). At Pylos, in addition to the po-tïni-ja
at pa-kïja-ne (Tn 316), we read of a po-ti-ni-ja a-si-wi-ja, Potnia Aswia(s)
perhaps 'Mistress of Asia' or 'Asiatic Mistress' Gr 1206), an e-re-wi-jo-po-ti-ni-
ja (Yn 48.3), a ne-wo-pe-o poaïni-ja (Cc 665), an u-po-jo-poai-ni-ja (Fn 187.7;
Fr t225, 1236; on the latter text localized at pa-ki-ja-ni-jo a-ko-ro) and a po-
ti)-a-ke-si polïnïja (see $ 14.2.5).

While these epithets of the Potniai refer to their respective cult places, others
show a more practical character. At Pylos we hear of a po-fti-ni-ja i-qe-ja, Pol
tnia (h)ikk'eja'Poltnia hippeiat ('Mistress of horses' [?], or 'M. of chariotry,
chariot drivers' [?], cf. Myc. i-qi-ja (h)ikk'id'chariot') and at Mycenae we
meet the si-to-poli-ni-ja, sitön Potnia'Mistress of grain'r2 who, as stated above
($14.3.1.1), may be taken as a kind of Bronze Age predecessor of Demeter or
one of her epithets. At Thebes the term Potnia also occurs in the sequence
po-ti-ni-ja wo-ko(-de), Potnias woikon(-de)'(to) the oikos of P.' (TH Of 36,
which describes what may be an economic/industrial establishment owned by
sanctuaries, cf. 914.2.6).

Sometimes po-ti-ni-ja is unspecified: in the Pylos Fr series we find her in
the sequences po-ti-ni-ja di-p![-si-ljo-i (Fr l23l.l) and wa-na-so-i po-ti-ni-ja
(Fr 1235), with which we may comp¿re the sequences wa-na-ka-te wa-na-so-il3
and di-pïsïjo-i wa-na-ka-te (Fr l22O). Unfortunately the terms wa-na-so-i and
dïpïsi-jo-i are highly problematic; wa-na-ka-te,wanaktei (dat., 'to thewanax')
is philologically clear, but what kind of wana)c is meant, a human or a divine
one? A similar connection between the wønax and (an unspecified) Potnia is
indicated by the tablet TH Of 36 where adjacent entries refer to both - in line 1

we find fhe a-ke-ti-ra2 wa-na-køf-te-ra, askëtriai wanakfterai, i.e. a group of

11 KN Gg 702, Oa745; cf. also Xd l4O; cf. above g14.2.1 and also Companion l, 99.8; on the
Labyrinth see below ç14.3.2.

12 MY Oi 701; cf. oi7o2,7M.
13 Where wa-na-so-i too derives from the wanak- stem: Fr 1227,Fr 1235.
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qualified female textile workers belonging to fhe wønax; in lind2, as we have

seen, po-ti-nïjø wo-ko-de, Polnias woikon-de, followed by a-ke-ti-rar. Perhaps

we may also çompare PY Un 219.7: a-na-ka-te rø I po-ti-ni-7'a[, though the

lack of initial w- would be unexplained. It cannot be excluded that here we are

dealing with a human (but [semi-?]divine offering-recipient) Potnia at the side

of the Wanax; is she the 'queen'? If so, the king and queen would have been

human substitutes for some kind of divine pair and, in addition to other func-

tions, could have performed the ritual of sacred marriage (Heilige Hochzeit; a

notion perhaps indirectly indicated by the festival name re-ke-e-to-ro-te-ri-io,

lekhestroterion 'the spreading of the couch', PY Fr I2l7 .2). A sacred marriage

was still performed in Classical Athens by the priestess called Basilinna and a

high official , the Arkhon Bøsileus; they were treated as hupostaseis (embodi-

ments) of Dionysus and his maiden bride.

$14.3.1..4. Divine pairs

If this hypothesis is correct, Wqnax and Potnia will not have been the only

(semi-?) divine couple. There are certainly others: a striking one is po-se-dø-

o-ne (dat.) and po-si-dø-e-ja,Poseidon and Posidaeia. The Cretan deities a-pa-

tof-re (l?] KN Gg 5135) and a-pe-ti-ra2t4 may be added as a further possible

divine couple. Another possible example might be qe-ra-si-ja Gh*êrasia (l?l;
cf. above $ 14.3.1.1) and her male counterpart qe-ra-si-io, Gh*ërasios, who is

attested on the tablet KN Fp 16 (if it is not a scribal error for qe-ra-si-ia). One

could also tentatively add the equivalents of the perhaps theriomorphic deities

qo-we (g'owei, dat., MY Fu 711; cf. alphabetic Greek bous) and qo-wi-ia
(g*owia, PY Tn 316 v.3; cfl. Companion 1, $9.38). It must be stressed, how-

ever, that here again the interpretation is not certain and other ones cannot be

excluded. This cumulative evidence may lend support to the altemative inter-

pretation favoured here. In its tum this may support the view that a possible

counterpart of i-qo, (h)ikk'os 'horse-god' (PY Ea 59,Fa 16), if divine and not

simply 'horse', is the po-lti-nïiø i-qe-ja, Poltnia (h)ikk'eia (perhaps a kind of
divine 'Lady of the Horses', PY An 1281.1) referred to above (cf. also below

$14.3.1.3).
The most spectacular case of divine pair is providedby di-u-iø, Diwidi'Vra'

(PY Tn 316 v.6) andZeus (c1. di-we, Diwei, dat.) whose names are clearly

derived from the same Indo-European foot. However, by the end of the Bronze

Age Zeus is obviously already paired with Hera (Tn 316 v.9); the fact that both

14 KN V 280; cf. above $14.3.1.3; L.R. Peluen 198lb.
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Zets andHera appear at Pylos in the sanctuary of Zeus (di-u-jo, diwjon)ls can

hardly be explained differently; in any case Zeus and Hera, together with

di-ri-mi-jo, share a common home as a normal family does. Since Hera is tra-

ditionally at home at Argos and Mycenae (in Homer she is called potnia Hèrè)

it may be that, together with the Mycenaean rulers' claim that they were Zeus'

offspring, the political supremacy of these places in Late Bronze Greece led to

Hera's rise to the status of Zetts' consort. This happened, as it seems, to the

disadvantage of Dia who, as her name indicates, is likely to have been the first

wife of the supreme god. It may be recalled on this occasion that in Classical

Antiquity the goddess Dia was still venerated at Phleious and Sikyon where,

however, she had become assimilated with Ganymeda or Hebe (Strab.8.3.2;

Paus.2.14.4; 13.3) with the only function of Zeus' associated cup-bearer.

$14.3.1.5. Sacred animals? Theriomorphic deities?

A special case, which is still under discussion, belongs to a series of texts

which was found at Thebes, Odos Pelopidou, between 1993 and 1995, and may

have religious content. They were published and interpreted by the archaeologist

V.L. Aravantinos and the philologists/epigraphists L. Godart and A. Sacconi

(see TOP; Anev¡NuNos - Goo¡nt - SaccoNt 2005). About 240 inventoried

tablets, mostly fragmentary, constitute a remarkable additional group of Myc-

enaean documents. The largest part of texts was attributed by the editors to

three different series, TH Fq, Ft and Gp. They are written by different scribes,

and record different kinds of commodities and their recipients. The Fq series,

which consists of about 125 tablets, registers allotments of barley (Honl), the

Ft series (16 tablets) of olives (oltv), and the Gp series (54 texts) of wine (vIN).

In addition, there occur occasionally some other products indicated once by

cyp+o, and more frequently but more doubtfully by the sign lJf¡, for which it is
debated whether and where to read it as '.iu' or as FAR. These series have com-

mon features (for instance, some recipients), but also differences (for instance,

in the vocabulary used). On the whole, the amounts allocated on each tablet to

a list of several recipients are relatively small. Among the recipients there are

clearly individuals called by their personal names, some groups of personnel

(trade or occupational names) and also topographical indications some of which

may refer to the names of festivals. There are, moreover, two highly debated

categories of recipients. The first consists of three terms, ma-ka, o-po-re-i and

ls Zeus is directly followed by Hera, who is followedby di-ri-mi-io di-wo i-ie-we, daf', Drimioi
Diwos hiewei'for Drimios, the son of Zeus', who, however, need not necessarily be also

Hera's son.

$ 14.3.1,5,
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ko-wa. These were interpreted by TOP as Mai Gai ('for Mother Earth'),
Oporëhi ('for [Zeus] Opõrës) and Konuai ('for the Maiden/Daughter'). TOP

recognizes in these three terms the names of the Mycenaean equivalents of a

kind of divine triad comparable to the Eleusinian deities which includes Dem-
eter,Zeus (designated elsewhere by the epithet oporës) and Kore (Persephone).

The second class includes items which were taken first by TOP and then
by several other authors who followed in their steps (though others strongly
objected) as names of sacred or divine animals; these are (in alphabetical
order): e-mi-jo-no-i (hëmionoihi'to the mules'), e-pe-to-i (herpetoihi'to the

quadrupeds', less likely, 'to the snakes'), ka-nolka-si (khanon, khansi'of' or
'tothegeese'), ke-re-na-i(*gerenãhi 'tothecranes'), ku-ne/ku-nolku-si(kunes,
kunõn, kunsi) 'the dogs', 'of the dogs', 'to the dogs') and o-ni-si (ornisi'to the

birds'). In other words, TOP take the Thebes series as lists of religious offer-
ings and their recipients.

However, this interpretation has met with sharp criticism by several authors,

above all T. P¡len¡¡ (2002,2003) and Y. Dusoux (2OO3,2OO5,2OO6a,2OO6b,

2008). Both scholars explicitly reject all religious background. Likewise they
do not believe in the occurrence of theonyms and of sacred/divine animals
(though not necessarily of animal names, which may be bome by normal per-
sons, as indeed happens in most if not all languages). Apart from the etymo-
logical problems created by the derivation of Myc. o-po-re-i fuom *Opores, it
must be conceded that: (a) there is no obvious divine triad consisting of mø-ka,
o-po-re(-i) and ko-wa since the three terms never occur in a direct sequence;

(b) that, as argued primarily by Y. DuHoux, animal names can be found in
many Linear B texts where they do not refer to real animals but are used as,

for instance, anthroponyms or toponyms.
However a case can also be made for a religious setting of the new series

from Thebes. J.T. KrllBN (2001,2006) argues for a parallel background to that
which, even before the publication of the new texts from Thebes, he had con-
vincingly reconstructed for several tablets from the Pylos Fn series, and above
all for PY Fn 187.

This tablet contains a strange blend of different classes of nouns, including
theonyms, toponyms, individuals and personnel (some apparently with religious
meaning). According to Killen's interpretation, here - and likewise at Thebes 

-we have records of commodity allocations made on the occasion of religious
feasts. So far, no better interpretation has been proposed for this otherwise
hardly understandable class of documents.

J.T. Ku-I-BN (2006) also pointed out some further correspondences of the

new Theban tablets with other texts of religious character. These concern the

nature of the commodities, which are also mentioned elsewhere as offerings,
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the relatively modest amounts which are characteristic of offerings, the com-
bined occurrence of anthroponyms used for individuals, of terms designating
personnel, and of toponyms in the allative case. Finally, the dative plural is
regularly used for groups of personnel, as is also in the class of the supposed
animals at Thebes, and consequently has, in our view at least, some bearing on
the interpretation of the Theban tablets. The same should be said about the
strange mixture of different classes. To judge from our understanding of the
Pylos Fn tablets we should not give too much weight to arguments based on
the structural parallelism of word classes; in other words, the undeniable exist-
ence of anthroponyms in the new texts from Thebes does not necessarily imply
that the tablets did not contain other types of nouns in the same position.

On the other hand, we must admit that, if we leave aside the doubtful triad
of ma-ka, o-po-re(-i) and ko-wa, we are left without theonyms, since the term
di-wïja-me-ro (TH Gp 109.1), which had been interpreted as Diwias meros
'the share of Diwia', is now generally understood as dwi-ãmeron 'period of two
days'; cf. also di-wïja[ on TH Gp 313. Other undisputed religious terms are
hard to find; the reading and precise meaning of i-jç-fç on Fq 200.2 is uncer-
tain and i-je-re-wi-jç(-jrl\ onGp 303.1 is likely to be used as a personal name.
The interpretation of po-to-a2-ja-de and te-re-ja-de (both appear on Av 104, i.e.
a tablet from another series) as *Ptoia-de and xreleia-de 'to the sanctuaryÆeast
of (Apollo) Ptoios' and 'of (Hera) Teleia', seem at least plausible, if the terms
refer to festivals in honour of local Boeotian versions of Apollo and Hera, but
other interpretations cannot be completely ruled out.

From a more general point of view some kind of feast seems to be implied
by terms like de-qo-no (Fq254; deipnon or *deipnos ('meal' or 'steward') and
ru-ra-ta-e (Av 106.7), *lurqstãe 'two lyre-players' (perhaps the equivalent of
'singers' in the Homeric sense?). But we must stress again that clearly lay des-
ignations ofrecipients such as te-ka-ta-si (tektasi 'for the carpenters'), ku-na-ki-si
(gunaiksin or *kunàgisi'to the women' or 'to the huntresses'), i-qo-po-qo-i (lh]
ikk'o-phorg-oihi,'to the grooms') , o-ti-ri-ja-i (dat. pl., of a term for some kind
of specialized female textile workers) etc., prevail.

It is still debated whether we can state what occasion prompted the distribu-
tion of allocations to individual or collective recipients. Three tablets,l6 which
contain introductory sentences consisting of a temporal clause which starts with
o-te (hote 'when'), might provide an answer, if we could find a generally
accepted interpretation. Unfortunately this is not the case. The easiest sentence
(TH Fq 126) reads: o-te tu-wo-te-to, hote thuwos (?) theto'when thuos (?) was

16 Fqt26,r3o,z54.

$
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put (down)'. The favoured interpretation is: 'When a burnt offeñng (thuos [?l)
was put (sc. on to the altar [?])'. However, those who see no religious element

in the text may prefer the translation given by Duuoux 2OO3,205: 'When

(a person called) Thyõn/Styõn was laid (in the grave)', with a unique event able

to be used in a date formula. From the point of view of the Mycenaean spelling

rules both versions are equally possible. Are we able to decide which one of
these two interpretations is the most likely to be right? The present author is

inclined to give preference to the former since: (a) Greek tithëmi is used in

connection with offerings, while, though attested, it is less commonly used to

rnean 'bury'; @) the conunon Greek nouî thuos 'burnt offering', which plays

acentral role in Greek religious terminology, seems, on statistical grounds if
nothing else, a more likely interpretation than a somewhat rare personal name

like 'Thyon', etc., though it is only fair to say that this cannot be excluded;

finally (c), both terms, thuos and tithêmi, occur together in aþhabetic Greek

with the meaning 'to make an offering', and may well represent a traditional

technical expression (cf. Pind. Ol. 7.43; Sylloge inscriptionum Sraecarum
982.24; LSCG 69).

No definitive decision is possible at present, but in our view there are reasons

to favour an interpretation of the Theban tablets which brings them into line
with the Pylos Fn tablets, as suggested by John Killen, while acknowledging

that both sets have a religious background. But in that case what should we do

with the animals? Once more, we must reiterate that the Mycenaean spelling

rules allow the possibility of reading these terms differently, i.e. not as animal

names. However, even if we take them as animal names, in theory they could

be used as individual designationsr persons called 'fox', 'wolf', 'nightingale',

etc., are widely found, irrespective of language, and occur in the Linear B texts

too (cf. B¿nrouÉr 2003,404). But, since some of the terms under discussion

are in all likelihood in the dat. pl. case (ku-si, ka-si, e-mi-io-no-i, ke-re-na-i,
o-ni-si), and since all other forms of these words can be read as plurals (nomina-

tive or genitive; cf. ku-ne, kunes; ku-no, kunõn; ka-no, khanõn), and probably

should be read as such, for reasons of structural consistency, to interpret them

as personal names is difficult and indeed unlikely (on the possibility of tribal
names cf. Herodofus V.68). On the other hand, some of these plural forms have

been interpreted as place, trade or occupational names (cf. DuHoux 2008).

If, therefore, these terms are animal names and refer to the recipients of
offerings, it is not very likely that they also refer to real animals. It hardly
makes sense that dogs are fed with barley (uono) or quadrupeds/snakes (?) and

mules with wine. This seems to provide a factual point in favour of the assump-

tion that they are imaginary or supematural animals honoured on the occasion(s)

of offering ceremonies. To say more is hardly possible as long as we remain
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within the somewhat narrow limits of the evidence offered by the texts. If we
look for parallel data for animals which belong to the supernatural sphere, we
are brought back to the figurative art of the late Bronze Age which left us
representations of several kinds of attendant animals (dogs, quadrupeds, birds)
together with other figures which apparently have divine character. The assump-

tion that there were sacred/divine animals or theriomorphic deities in Myce-
naean religion is not new. More than twenty years ago L.R. Peuvlsn (1969,

198la, 1983a, 1983b), perhaps with excessive enthusiasm, but in general with
reputable reasons, argued that it was possible to identify in the tablets a Horse
God and a Horse Goddess as well as a Bull God and a Cow Goddess. For the
'Horse God' his interpretation was based on the tablets PY Ea 59.5, where the
allocation of a plot of land is listed as e-ne-ka i-qo-jo, (h)enekø (h)ikk'ojo
'because of the horse', and PY Fa 16, where a large quantity of cyperus is allo-
cafed i-qo (daf.? [h]ikk'õi)'tolhe horse'. For the Horse Goddess Palmer referred
to the po-lti-ni-ja i-qe-ja, po)tnia (h)ikk'eja'[Po]tnia Hþeia' mentioned above
($14.3.1.3; PY An l28l.l).In addition he pointed to the phrase e-pi i-ku-wo-i-
pi, epi (h)ikk-oihiphf (instr./dat. pl. or dual) 'at the (pair of) horses' on the tablet
KN V 280, which he took (correctly in my opinion) as a religious text (the unu-
sual writing i-ku-wo- instead of i-qo has, however, led also to other interpreta-
tions). As for the existence of a Bull God and a Cow Goddess Palmer inferred
it from the tablets just quoted ($14.3.1.5), which mentioned qo-we, g*owei,
(dat., MY Fu 711) and qo-wi-ja (g*owia, PY Tn 316 v.3) as possible recipients
of offerings; once more it must be stated that this is a plausible and
attractive hypothesis (at least in this author's eyes) but is not generally accepted.

We now retum to MY Fu 711, one of the texts that L.R. Peluen interprets
as a list of offerings and quotes as evidence for Mycenaean theriomorphic dei-
ties. This is a list of allocations of barley, flour or spelt (uono, nan) and other
commodities (N1, cyp+o, cf. TH Gp 290) to recipients whose names are mostly
losl. Among the few that are preserved we read ku-ne and ka-ra-u-ja and on
the reverse side qo-we. As early as 1983, these words were interpreted by
L.R. Palmer as kunei'for the dog', grãwiãi 'for Graia' and g*owei'for the bull'
(for a different interpretation of the latter cf. Documentsz 'MN'; nom. pl. cases

are also possible, kunes, grãwiãi, g'owes, but they seem less likely here).
PelvreR (1983a) argued for the religious character of the tablet on the basis of
the kinds and quantities of the commodities. His interpretation, which this
author finds convincing, was not generally accepted. J. Chadwick, who reads

ku-ne as Kunês (MN; Documentsz,557, s.v.), stated, not entirely without sar-

casm, that there was 'no serious reason to regard the Mycenaean tablet as a list
of offerings' (1985, 199). Yet, more recently,TOP, 197 feel that 'ces sarcasmes

à l'égard de Palmer sont hors de saison'.

$
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Ka-ra-u-.iø on MY Fu 711 is obviously an altemative spelliñg fot ka-ra-wi'

jawhichis now attested on TH Fq169.4,207.1 and228.2. Another tablet, this

iitn" ftorn Knossos, which plays some role in the discussion of the religious (?)

character of the new Thebes tablets is KN F(1) 51. Since this tablet mentions

di-we (mosthkely Diwei 'for Zeus' 
- 

but see below) together with a relatively

small quantity of barley (uono), it was also taken to represent an offering text.

Another term found on it is po-ro-de;qo-no clearly related Ío de-qo-no on TH

Fq254, mentioned above. Finally, the same tablet has a further term read either

ma-kq oÍ ma-qe in the current editions, which has been compared with the

ma-ka of Thebes (cf. $14.3.1.1). However, the reading ma-qe with a cleat -qe
has recently been proposed from autopsy by Y. DunoUX who, at the same time,

questions the religious character of the tablet as a whole, rejecting also the inter-

pretation of the term di-we (dat.) as 'for 7,etts' for this word he suggests instead

i readng Diwês (nom.) as a normal lay anthroponym.lT But it is, after all, dif-

ficult to regard these clear parallels between, on the one hand, the relevant

tablets from Mycenae and Knossos, which so far have been accepted as reli-

gious, and, on the other, those from Thebes, as merely due to chance and, thus,

meaningless.
The ambiguity of the Mycenaean writing system has perhaps never been felt

as painfully as in the discussion of the new texts from Thebes. It must be con-

ceded that practically all terms which point to a religious background can be

interpreted in a different way and attributed a non-religious meaning.

In conclusion, we must state that, if the new Thebes tablets are not offering

texts of the kind attested by the tablet PY Fn 187, it is difficult to understand

to what text category they belong. What was their immediate purpose? When

and why, apart from religious occasions, did the Mycenaeans receive food

allocations in such small amounts, that, as J.T. Killen has convincingly argued,

they corresponded to no more than a single meal?

514.3.2. Cult-pløces and sanctuøries

In the offering texts we find frequent references to cult places or sanctuaries.

There is no doubt that it was the palace which functioned as the (or a) main

cult centre. This is especially evident for Knossos, where the many offerings

recorded without indication of cult place imply that the palace itself was the

central cult place. There is, however, also a series of non-palatial cult places.

17 Duuoux 2OO3, 2005, 2006b.
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The dichotomy may be exemplified by the rabler KN Fp 1 (cf. companion l,
99.6). It is likely that its first five entries, which are preceded by the month,s
name but by no name of locality, concern the palace itself. oil is offered to the
deities pa-de (.4), pa-si-te-o-i, pansi thehoihi 'to all gods' (.5) and qe-ra-si-ja
(.6); the offering to di-ka+a-jo di-we, diktajoi Diwei (.2) indicates that Diktaeän
Zeus was also worshipped here, while that to the da-da-re-jo(-de), Daidale-
jonde'to the Daidaleion' (.3) may (but need not) imply that there was a sanctu_
ary of Daidalus within the palace (not surprisingly, given the close mythologi-
cal connections between Daidalus and Knossos). The second part of the tablet
apparently deals with sanctuaries outside Knossos. The next set of offerings
was sent to 'Amnisos', a-mi-ni-so, Amnisos, a well known site not far froÃ,
but outside, the palace. It is at Amnisos that All-Gods,i.e. pa-si-te-o-i, pønsi
thehoihi'to all gods' (.7), and presumably the Erinys, i.e. e-ri-nu, Erinu(i) or
Erinus receive oil. The tablet ends with records of offerings for the (place of?)
*47-da(-de) and for the a-ne-mo i-je-re-ja, anemõn hierejãi.for the priestess
of the Winds'.

In addition to Amnisos and the sanctuary of (Diktaean) zeus at Dikte (cf.
di-ka-ta-de, Diktdn-de'to [the sanctuary åt1 oitt""r¡, tie Knossos tablets
mention at least other 20 cult places outside the palace, but none of them seems
to have survived into the historical period and, therefore, we are not able to
localize them (cf. Hnr.Bn 1981a, 1997).

At Pylos pa-ki-ja-ne is the main cult centre and we know that it is one of
the nine districts of the Hither province. Since it is frequently associated with
the name of Pylos it is supposed to have been not far from the palace itself (but
the association may be explained in other ways; there is no rule that the main
sanctuaries have to be situated next to the capital). It is not localizedarchaeo_
logically, which is very unfortunate, since many land-holdings of cult function-
aries, both male and female, are inpa-ki-ja-ne. pa-ki-ja-ne is also the place
associated with the great ritual (procession?) described in py rn 316, though
it is not clear whether it is only the potnia's sanctuaries or all sanctuaries men-
tioned in that tablet which belong here (for Tn 316 see companion r, g9.3g).
other sanctuaries of Potnia were in places outside the palace of pylos, e.g. at
po-til-a-ke(-'¡i) (cf. An l28l: see g r4.z.s), e-re-e-we (cf. vn 4g.) and ro-u-so
(cf. Fr 1226). Agaun we are not able to localize any of them. of special interest
are the sanctuaries which have names derived from theonyms: prominent among
these are the di-ulwi-jo, Diw(i)jon'sanctuary of Zeus'te and the po-si-cla-i-.jo,

tt 
5N ry 5467; Fp7.2; F g66,c 750g,x7g55; this lasr sancruary is mosr likely rhe cave near
Psychro but othe¡ localisations cannot be excluded.le Py Fr 1230; Mb 1366; Tn 316; KH Gq 5.
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posidahion 'sançtuafy of Poseidon'.2o Apart from these therels also ani-pe-

me-de-ja-<io>, Iphemedeia<ion>'sanctuary of lphemedeia', a di-u-ia-jo,

Diwjajon'sanctuary of Diwia' and a pe-yç-*g2-io 'sanctuary of P'' (a11 on

py Tn 316, but note that there is not complete agreement that these are sanc-

ruaries rather than e.g. processions or festivals).

Terms such as these, including da-da-re-jo(-de), Døidaleion, necessarily

lead us to ask what the form and shape of these sanctuaries were. The same

question arises for the sanctuaries whose existence is presupposed by the offer-

ings to the a-ne-mo iie-re-ia, Anemõn hierejãi'for the priestess of the Winds'

and cla-pu2-ri-to-jo po-ti-ni-ia, DlLaburinthoio potnia,'Mistress of the Laby-

rinth' (cf. above S14.3.1.3). We are not able to demonstrate that the sanctuaries

were solid buildings (or part of such buildings), though this is a most attractive

suggestion given the archaeological evidence for soliclly built sanctuaries and

the minor rooms used for cult purposes that are usually called 'shrines' in order

to avoid the misleading term 'temple'; we know such rooms from palatial

buildings as well as from sites outside the capitals (cf. Arnens 1994; Wnn-

TAKER I997).In favour of the assumption that at least some of these sanctuar-

ies were solid buildings we may recall as internal evidence the religious func-

tionary calLed ka-ra-wi-po-ro, kldwiphoros'key-bearer', but also the requisition

of ka-ko na-wi-jo, khatkos *nawios'temple (?) bronze' (PY Jn 829). Although

there are other conceivable explanations for these terms, it remains difficult to

imagine how a key could be used without a door leading into a building and

also how 'temple-bronze' (whatever its precise meaning; cf. Hlr-len 1979)

could have been kept (or employed outside a closed building). In other words

both terms point to actual buildings. Hence some at least of the sanctuary

names ending in -i-jo are likely to refer to built establishments, the generic term

for 'sanctuary' being i-je-ro, hieron.2l

The existence of open air sanctuaries is indicated by references to places

lke ro-u-si-jo a-ko-ro RlLousios agros '(nnal) territory of R/L." etc. Also, it
is difficult to imagine that the 'priestess of the Winds' mentioned above was

active anywhere else than in the open landscape. Perhaps also the da-pu2-ri'

to-jo po-ti-ni-ja, D:Løburinthojo potniø, 'Mistress of the Labyrinth' was one of

the deities venerated in natural sanctuaries, or on mountains, or next to foun-

tains or sacred trees, or in caves like Eileitþia at Amnisos. The (pre-)Greek

word 'labyrinth' may well have originally referred to a subterranean cave and

may have become only later a technical term for the Palace or some other build-

ing at Knossos. There are some intemal contextual indications pointing to a

20 PY Fn 187; Tn 316; cf. Fr 1219.2?
2r Cf. KN F1l2013,5467;Fp363; cf. also KN Dv 1M7, here used as MN

S. HILLER
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localization of the original Labyrinth somewhere in the region between Knossos
and Amnisos and there is reason to suppose that the nearby cave of Skoteino
might have been this original 'Labyrinth' (cf. Hn-r-en 1981b). If this is true, the
name Labyrinth was later transferred, together with the goddess herself, from
there to the site of Knossos. In any case, cave sanctuaries are a fairly well
known phenomenon of Minoan religion.

The precise meaning of wo-(i-)ko(-de), woikon-de 'to the Oikos',22 wo-ke,
woikei (?) 'at the Oikos' (?)23 and do-de, do-de'to the house (of)'za are still
problematic. Both terms indicate some kind of building and/or industrial estab-
lishment, but their exact nature is unknown (see above $14.2.6).

Another prominent feature of Minoan and Mycenaean religion are aniconic
cult objects such as baetyls (holy stones) and pillars. The expression o-pi-e-
de-i, opi hedehi'at the seat' (PY An 1281.2) which is contextually connected
with Potnia may contain a more specific meaning than merely 'at her sanctuary'
(which would be called i-je-ro). Thus hedos may indicate either an aniconic
cult object or, more likely, a (seated) iconic cult image. In case it was aniconic,
hedos would be used in parallel and perhaps almost synonymously with the
terrn þi-wo-na-de, kiwona-de 'to the column', an expression found in religious
context on PY Yn 48.4. It is a well known fact that sacred columns could be
dressed with textiles such as bands (tainiøl) or cloths even in the classical
period; thus, according to the tradition (Clem. Alex. Strom.I.24 p.102 Stählin),
it was the key-bearer Kallithoe, priestess of Argive Hera, who first girded with
bands the great column of the goddess (Anøsse.s). The we-a2-no-i, wehanoihi
(dat. pl., alphabetic Greek heanos being a special kind of cloth) of Íhe u-po-jo
po-ti-ni-ja, potnia'oflaf U.' to be perfumed, according to tablet PY Fr 1225,
with ointment (a-ro-pa, aloipha) made of olive oil (e-raj-wo, elaiwon), may
have served for a ritual of this or a related kind. This provides us with evidence
for Kleiderkølr (NoscH - PsnNa 2001). Finally we have the terms to-pe-za,
torpe*a (alphabetic Greek trapeza, here 'altar?-table') attested on KN V 280
and e-ka-ra, eskhara ('hearth' [?] on PY Ea lO2; cf. also e-ka-ra on PY Ta
709.2). The sheep called e-ka-ra-e-we (nom. pl., in the KN Dm series) have
been understood as related to specific cult purposes,25 but other interpretations
have also been offered. we should also mention some cult implements called
with terms which are not always clear. In PY Ta 116the ideograms clarify
terminology which could otherwise be obscure: we find two double axes (wa-

22 TH of 36; KN As t5l9; cf. KN Gg 7792.
23 KN L 698; PY Sh 736; cf. also above ç14.2.6.24 TH of 26,31,33.
25 Cf. L.R. Par-uBn 1969,415 s.v. e-ka-ra-e-we 'for burnt offerings?'; WprI-uanrNnn 2004.
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¿, obscure) together with two sacrificing (?) knives (qi-si-pe-e,Wsiphehe 'fwo
swords'; cf. SaccoNI 1999; Sppcnre. 1999). The two objects mentioned first

have no ideogram and remain enigmatic: p(t-sa-ro ku-ru-so a-pi to-ni-jo 2,

psallo khruso (?) amphithronio or (?) amphitornio (dual,'two golden posts'

either '[placed] on both sides ofthe throne' [?] or'adorned around with ridges

[flutings?]'); perhaps these poles carried the holy symbol of the double axe.

$14.3.3. Festívals, rituøls qnd month names

As mentioned above, the actual offering texts are regularly distinguished by

an indication of time and sometimes also by the specification of the occasion

at which the offering was made.

In toto, we learn from the Knossos tablets of eight (?) month names

(a-ka-[ )fi-jo-jo me-(teL, a-ma-ko-to me-no, de-u-ki-jo-io me-no, di-wi-io-io
me-no, ka-ra-e-ri-jof-jol me-no, ra-pa-to me-no, sa-p(t-nu-wo me-no and wo-

de-wi-jof-jol me-no). To these we must probably add three furlher names from
Pylos: ki-ri-tïjo-jo (month-name [?] Es 650), po-ro-wi-to(-jo) (PY Tn 316.1,

cf. PY Fr 1218 etc.) and pa-ki-ja-ni-jo-jo me-no (Fr 1224). Only two of these

month-names (ra-pa-to me-no and di-wi-jo-jo me-no, Diwiojo mënos (gen.

temp. 'in the month of Zeus') are known from Classical sources as Lapato and

Dion (cf . Tnùupv 1997). From this regular use of month-names on offering
tablets (they never appear on other texts) it emerges that it was important for the

palace to make sure that the offerings were given at the right time. We conclude

that the palace was obliged to survey the fulfilling of religious obligations
pertaining to a great variefy of deities venerated in the palace as well as in local
sanctuaries outside the capital. On the whole one wonders whether the offering
tablets were not primarily intended to monitor the fulfilment of religious obli-
gations rather than economic accounting.

Aparl from the designations of months, names of festivities are also recorded.

The following terms almost certainly belong here: (i) to-no-e-ke-te-ri-jo
(PY Fr 1222) for which a possible, though not generally accepted interpreta-

tion, may beThornoenkhetërion (?) 'the [festivity of the] libation at the throne').
(1í) re-ke-(e-)to-ro-te-ri-jo, Lekhestrõtërion'the (festivity of the) spreading of
the bed' (PY Fr 343,Fr l2l7; for the form see Companion I, $7.2.1). Cf. Latin
lectisternium; here in my view we are more likely to have a reference to the

bed for a 'sacred marriage' than to a klinê (couch) meant to accommodate the
god while dining, since this habit was not usual in Late Bronze Age Greece;
cf. also above $ 14.3. 1.3. (äi) po-re-no-zo-te-ri-ja, po-re-no-zostëria 'the (festivity
of the) girding of the po-re-na' (PY Un 443.2). To judge from PY Tn 316 the
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po-re-na were probably persons allotted to deities as either servants or human
victims (for PY Tn 316 see Companion l, S9.38). po-re-no-tu-¡çf
(PY Ua I4l3) may be another term of this class. We should also mention here
me-tu-wo ne-wo on PY Fr 1202, Methuwos newo (?)' genitive of time (?)
'at the (festivity) of the New Wine'; cf. the Classical Pithoigia celebrated at
Athens when the vessels containing the new wine were opened. Another term
is a-ka-wija-de (KN C 914) which KrllBN (1994,78) following a suggestion
by J. Chadwick interpreted as 'to the (festivþ called) Akhaia' (neut. pl., allative).
Even if the derivational pattems are not altogether clear, we have proposed
above an interpretation of a2-pa-a2-de, Haphaihade (?) as 'to the (festivity
called) Haphaiha' (neut. pl. allative) connecting the word with the name Aphaia
(Hnr-nn 2000; see above for its links with the Cretan Dikfunna). We would also

like to think that the Theban terms po-to-a2-ja-de and te-re-ja-de (both in TH Av
104) may be festival names and be read as Ptoihaja-de'to the (festivity called)
Ptoiaia' (?) and Telejøde'to the (festivity called) Teleia'.

The term te-o-po-ri-ja, thehophoria'the carrying of the god' is likely to refer
to a procession at which one or more cult-images were carried around (Hnmn
1984). And finally the form e-wo-ta-de which is read on KN C 901, apparently
an offering text, has been interpreted as indicating hewortan-de 'to the feast'.

Besides unbumt, bumt offerings seem also to be mentioned. First, tu-wo-te-to
on TH Fq 126 is often interpreted as th[twos (?) theto' 'a bumt-offering (?) has
been made' (cf. TOP,185fÐ. However, Y. Duhoux translates the phrase o-te tu-
wo-te-to, hote Thuwõn (?) theto as 'when Thuwon (?) was buried'.26 Second, we
may refer fo di-wo-nu-so-jo e-ka-ra, Diwonusojo eskhardi,'for the (offering-)
hearth of Dionysus';27 the term eskhara has, however, different meanings, includ-
ing also 'offering pit', which would imply the possibility of an unbloody/unbumt
ritual. The question whether burnt offerings, in the sense of partial or total
burning of sacrificial animals, were made in Late Bronze Age Greece was for
many years among the most disputed ones (cf. Bencqursr 1993) but is now
decided positively by the observation of clear archaeological evidence for this
kind of offerings (Isa.txmou et al.2O02; Han¡rn-errs - KoNsor-¡rr 2OO4).

$14.3.4. Cult officíøls und cult organizøtíon

From the tablets we know of several designations or titles of cult officials
such as i-je-re-u (KN, PY,), i-je-re-ja (KN, PY), hiereus , hiereja 'priest, priestess' ,

26 Cf. Duuoux 2O05, Companion 1, g9.44 and above $14.3.1.5.
27 PY Ea 102; new join due to LL. MrI-B¡,Ie 2001,36ff; for the interpretation as altar for bumt

offerings cf. Vy'EILHARTNEn 2004 arid also above 514.3.2.
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i-je-ro-wo-ko (PY), hieroworgos 'offering-priest', kø-ra-wi-po-îo @Y), ktdwi-
phoros'(female) keybearer'. These titles mostly refer to officials engaged in
various tasks or to recipients of subsistence rations. Moreover, there seem to
be some special classes of officials who are connected with deities or cult
structures, e.g. di-wi-je-u (PY, derived from di-wi-jo, diwion, possibly 'priest

in the Zeus-sanctuary' or the like) and po-si-dø-i-je-u-si (PY, dat. pl., derived

from po-si-da-i-jo, Posiddhion, posslbly 'priests in the sanctuary of Poseidon'
or the like). To this category may also belong terms like dïulwi-ja-wo (KN, PY,

TH, derived from di-ulwi-ja diwfifia, possibly 'priest [in the sanctuary] of Dia),
pa-da-je-ulpø-de-we-u (PY, cf. pa-de at KN; cf. also perhaps PY Un219.2
pa-de-we; possibly 'priest in the sanctuary of pa-de or [??l pa-de-we') and

ki-jo-ne-u-si (dat. pl., PY Gn 428, connected with ki-wo-na-de [?] 'priests at

the sanctuary of the [sc. Holy] column'? ?; however, the orthographic difference

between kïwo- and kïjo- poses a formidable difficulty, which may be insur-
mountable). What we find here, as in many other Linear B texts, is an extreme

kind of specialisation. Other terms that may also indicate specialisation within
the same cult sphere, though not all of them are clear, are da-ko-ro-i (PY), po-
ro-po-i (MY), di-pte-ra-po-ro-i (PY), kïrite-wi-ja-i (PY, KN), te-o(-jo) do-e-

ralo (PY,I(N), tu-ra-te-u-si (PY, KN), etc.
'We have, so far, no precise idea of how the religious sector was organized.

Was there something like a hierarchy of the cult officials and if so, who was

subordinated to whom? Who was at the head, who in lower positions? How
far were the cult and the officials engaged in institutionalized positions? Were
the cult officials active as full time professionals? And if so, on whom did they
depend and who cared for their subsistence?

A partial answer may come from the Bb/p and En/o series from Pylos
which record the land-holdings of cult personnel at pø-ki-ia-ne. Without
going into the extremely complex problems posed by this series, we may state

that apart at least of the cult personnel depended for its subsistence on allot-
ments of land which were meticulously monitored by the palace administra-
tion. Most of these land-holders are reported to have the status of te-o-jo
do-e-rola, thehojo dohelosla 'servant of the god or goddess'; one of them was

called þo-ltïni-ja-we-jo, þoltniawejos 'belonging to Potnia' (PY Eb 364.I;
Ep 613.1). Other people, recorded in other series, are characterized in the
same manner: several smiths (PY Jn 310.t4,43I.16) and also a man working
as a-re-pq-Vof-o, aleiphadzõfhos'unguent-boiler' (Un 249); one ka-e-se-u
(MN) po-ri-ni-ja-wi-jo is recorded in PY Qa 1299 (in a series which has

religious connections). At Knossos we find flocks belonging to the poii-ni-ia,
Potnia (cf. $1a.2.6) in several places, but mainly at si-jø-du-w¿, i.e. in the
place where we meet ta-ra i-jef-re-lu po-me, T. hiefrelus, poimën 'T. priest,
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shepherd' (KN Am 821). Other flocks belong to e-ma-ø2-o, Hermdhdo
(gen., KN D 4ll; cf. also the allotment of flax land, owned by Hermes, on PY
Na 1357). At Pylos there is also a land-holding called po-ti-ni-ja-we-jo-jo
(PY Eq 213.5). There is in conclusion, as argued above (914.2.6), some evi-
dence for economic establishments controlled by sanctuaries, which were them-
selves supervised by the palace.

We cannot say for certain who the Potnia is in the texts just quoted. Indeed,
a main problem is whether all these mentions of the Potnia at KN, PY, MY,
TH with different qualifiers which refer to animals or commodities (e.g. i-qe-
ja, [h]ikk'eja; si-to, siton) or places (e.g. da-pu2-ri-to-jo, D/Løburinthojo,
a-si-wi-ja, ne-wo-pe-o, pø-ki-ja-si, etc.), or even without qualifiers but with
some connection with the wanqx (cf. above $ 14.3.1 .3), must be taken as refer-
ring to different forms of one and the same divine person, or to different
deities (several models are conceivable) 

- 
see BoËr-LB 2004. Even if we

ignore this difficulty, the mention of the Potnia without a qualifier but with
a connection with the wanax raises the same questions as the wanax, who at
times appears as human actor and at times as the recipient of offerings. BeN-
DALL's (2001,447 n. 17) recent statement according to which 'whether the
wanqx be human or divine, a ritual context is implied' is valid also for the
Potnia at his side; even if she is not a proper deity, she must have at least a
semi-divine status. Since, as shown above, this unspecified Potnia has close
relations with the wanax and, since both apparently receive offerings,28 it may
be a sound assumption that both wanax and Potnia were at the top of the
hierarchy and combined in similar ways religious, economic and political
power.

An understanding of these basic socio-political aspects is crucial for that
of the central aspects of religion, but we must concede that we are still far
from approaching a generally accepted and undisputed picture of how this
hierarchy 

- 
both secular and religious 

- 
was structured and how it worked.

Further study and, perhaps, further finds of our fascinating but 
- 

alas 
- 

so
desperately laconic texts, which are our only written sources for the Mycenaean
period, may lead to a more coherent and accurate understanding of religion.
If so, many, if not most, of the preliminary conclusions reached above, whose
speculative nature is all too apparent, may be eventually superseded by future
work.

28 These offerings are recorded in the Pylian Fr series which, as far as I can see, deals exclusively
with important religious figures closely related with the palace. We may thus conclude that
the wanax being the ruler also holds a high religious status at a quasldivine or semi-divine
level.

RELIGON AND CULT

914.4. Soun GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The way in which a subject is understood depends to a large extent on the

approach taken by the researcher. But from what point of view should we look

at the information about religion provided by the Linear B texts?

The crucial point is that in this context we cannot speak of a specific per-

spective. Our approach is mainly descrþtive; it consists of assembling the

individual terms found in the texts, grouping these terms according to their

subject matter, and attempting to define their meaning as precisely as possible.

l\4oreover, all inferences drawn from these terms must be seen within the lim-

its of the economic nature of the texts; in their turn the texts are meant to

answer the most simple administrative questions: what commodities were given

to whom, when, and in what quantity? Consequently we leam from the offering

texts about the names of gods and goddesses, cult functionaries, sanctuaries,

the kind and quantity of commodities, and sometimes about festivities and

month-names. These are our only hard facts.

But what can they tell us about religion? Hardly anything about matters of
belief or the deeper theological aspects. Taken as a whole, they do, however,

provide the information that there was a variety of deities and that the palace

took care of their cult. There were cogent religious requfuements to be fulfilled
by the palace. Thus the official texts teach us that religion was, to a certain

extent at least, an official affair. It was important enough to oblige the palace

administration to record in detail the cost of the various religious activities.

And, as I see it, there are strong reasons to believe that the primary motivation

for the scrupulous monitoring of all major and minor expenditure for offerings

and other religious activities was not only economic interest; it was much more

the awareness that the communal welfare depended on the fulfilment of reli-
gious duties. Consequently it was the palace's most important obligation to
secure the gods' benevolence through a firm control of all religious prescrip-

tions. Although the control of economic aspects is a plausible concern, the main

purpose of writing offering lists may have been to make sure that all religious

duties had been observed and to do further checks whenever this was felt to be

necessary. More generally: the book-keeping testifies to the practice of piety

towards the gods.

The usual perspective from which we approach the tablets is that of his-

torical comparison, asking how things developed, what came first and what

came later, what changed and what caused changes. At the same time we need

to allow for scholarship and the history and traditions of scholarship since they

form the starting point of our knowledge. Two questions then arise. First, how
much does Mycenaean religion differ from, and how much does it match, the
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Greek religion of the Classical period (nothing certain can be said about Greek
religion before the Mycenaean period)? Second, how much have the decipherment
and interpretation of Linear B documents changed our picture of Mycenaean
religion? And there is a third question, discussed since, at least, the publication
in 1928 of M.P. Ntr-ssoN's fundamental book on The Minoan-Mycenaean reli-
gion (2nd ed. 1950): how much does Mycenaean religion differ from, and how
deeply was it influenced by, Minoan religion?

Clearly the main gain from the decipherment of Linear B is the conclusive
proof that Mycenaean Greece was inhabited by people speaking (an early form
of¡ Greek and that the ruling class and its administration used Greek as their
native language. Thanks to the decipherment of Linear B Bronze Age Greece
has unequivocally become part of Greek history and culture. The Greek lan-
guage provides the basic link through which continuity is preserved between
the earlier (Bronze Age) and later (Classical) period. The collapse of the pala-
tial system at the end of the Bronze Age may have severely affected several
sectors of society and culture, but did not break the tradition as a whole.

From comparative linguistics we learn that the Greek Zeus-Patër and the
Latn lu-(p)piter are cognate, and go back to the Indo-European parent lan-
guage of Greek and Latin. Zeus must have entered Greece together with the
people who were the forefathers of the later Greeks. Thanks to the decipherment
of Linear B we are now able to say that this must have happened before the
rise of the Mycenaean culture which developed continuously starting from the
Early Helladic IIIMiddle Helladic culture (about 2100-1650 BC). The archae-
ological evidence for a remarkable cultural break at the end of the Early Hel-
ladic II culture (around 260012100 BC) speaks for the 'Coming of the Greeks'
towards the end of the 3rd millennium BC (see Companion 1, $4.2). Conse-
quently to find in the Linear B texts the highest god of the Classical Greek
pantheon does not come as a real surprise. Yet, it can be debated what position
he held in that period.

On the basis of archaeological research, and in particular of the observation
that female persons or deities were prevalent in the religious iconography of the
Late Bronze Age, most scholars were inclined to accept a more or less complete
lack of male gods in the religion of that period. But the decipherment made clear
how unreliable pictorial information may be. It is from the Linear B texts that we
conclusively leam that most of the Olympian deities, among them many male
ones (Zeus, Poseidon, Hermes, Dionysus, Hephaestus, Ares) were already part
of the Mycenaean Pantheon (cf. RoucnrraoNr 2005), where the female Olympian
deities, Hke Hera and Afemis, were in the minority - though we should not
forget that one or more of the later Greek Goddesses may continue Mycenaean
goddesses called Potnia with or without a further specification (see 914.3.4.). At
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the same time the occurrence of all these Olympians is a strikingþroof of a high

degÍee of continuity between Mycenaean and Classical Greek religion.

There are clear signs of a Minoan-Mycenaean syncretism. This is shown by

the connection of Greek Zeus with the traditional Minoan cult place of/at Dikte,

the integration of originally Minoan deities like Enualios and Paiaon into the

Mycenaean and Classical Pantheon, and also by the cult for Minoan deities like

the 
,Lady of the Labyrinth', Eleuthia, pi-pi-tu-na, etc. Of special interest is the

nention of a-ta-na-po-ti-ni-ia, Athanas Potniq'Lady of Athana' at Knossos

who, despite the singular case Athana instead of Athanai (pl.) 
- but see Com-

panion 1, $9.17 -, 
must be a forerunner of Classical Athena. Its appearance

at Knossos may have something to do with some historical event reflected in

the myth of the Athenian hero Theseus and its Knossian relations. We learn

from the Linear B texts that the iconography of the Late Bronze Age is an

incomplete and, therefore, unreliable guide to religious ideas.

It is easy to explain why: the figurative arts of the Mycenaeans depended

almost completely on what they had taken over from Minoan Crete where there

was a considerable preponderance of female pefsons or deities. In other words,

Mycenaean art had not developed an adequate repertoire to represent the male

members of the Pantheon. Historians of religion have long suspected that some

minor prehistoric deities were assimilated by later Olympians, e.g. Enualios by

Ares, or Paiawon and Ptoios by Apollo. other deities who may have originally

been major fi.gures may have degenerated into heroes, e.g. Daidalus or lphimedeia.

This process is now well evidenced by divine names found in the Linear B texts

like e-nu-wa-ri-jo, Enuwalios and pa-ia-wo-ne, Pajdwõnei (dat.) at Knossos, a

sanctuary called da-da-re-io(-de), Daidalejon-de 'to the Daidaleion' again at

Knossos, and possibly a festivity called po-to-a2-ia(-de), ptoihaia-de 'to the

(festivity called) Ptoiaia' (?) at Thebes. We are not able to define more pre-

cisely the specific character of the divine personality indicated by the name

ti-ri-se-ro-e, Trishërõhei: one might suggest that he had something to do with
the (royal?) ancestors' cult. It is, however, of some interest that it attests to the

existence of the notion of hero in the Late Bronze Age.

There is a remarkable consistency between Mycenaean and Classical reli-
gion, but there are also no less obvious differences. Thus it is striking that the

names of Apollo (but see $14.3.1.1) and Aphrodite have so far not been found

in the Linear B texts; this is also true for the name of Demeter (but see

$ 14.3.1.1). Whether this is only due to chance and to the vagaries of preservation

and find circumstances or whether it represents a real phenomenon of historical

importance is difficult to decide. On the other hand it is certain that there was

a great number of deities unknown from aþhabetic sources. But here we soon

reach the limits of our interpretative power: whenever we lack an alphabetic
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correspondence we are left relatively helpless as to the individual personality
of the deities whom we know through their (Linear B) names but whose spe-
cific function and character escape us.

A special problem is caused by the hotly disputed question of possible
sacred animals and/or of possible theriomorphic deities. The discussion has
recently revived after the publication of the new texts from Thebes discovered
in 1993-95. Their existence should not be excluded a priori. Epithets like
boopis for Hera, glaukopis for Athena, hippios for Poseidon or hippia for Ath-
ena (cf. ScHecHsnN4¡vn 1950) may reflect these obviously very archaic notions
of divine appearances in the shape of animals. Pausanias (8.25.5; 42.6) reports
the tradition that at Phigaleia the head of the cult-image of Demeter Melaina
was horse-shaped and that there as well as at Telphousa Poseidon had coupled
with Demeter in the form of a stallion after she had changed herself into a mare.
Even so, the texts remain problematic.

That Minoans and Mycenaeans had both open air and built sanctuaries is
clear from the archaeological evidence. we may thus expect that such cult
places are, at least by implication, recorded in the Linear B texts. This does
indeed happen, but it is interesting to note that it was the palace which felt
responsible for these sanctuaries (or at least some of them). From the point of
view of continuity, it is, once again, encouraging to find among the sanctuaries
or deities recorded in the Mycenaean texts a Daidaleion, the cult (place) of
Diktaean zeus, and also the name of Eleuthia at Amnisos. A regrettable omis-
sion, however, is caused by our incapacity to find precise geographical identi-
fications for most cult places (sanctuaries) located outside the palace, whenever
the place-names have not survived into the historical period.

It goes without saying that cult activity needs its personnel, above all priests
and priestesses. But it is impressive how many specialized professionals with
various functions were engaged in the religious sector, mainly in connection
with cult events. Here we encounter as high a degree of specialisation as that
which we observe in the field of handcrafts and industries. This specialisation
level of cult functionaries seems to go beyond what we know from the classi-
cal sources.

we have a very limited view, glimpses more than anything else, of the ritu-
als performed. we owe it once more to single designations of festivals which
can be etymologically interpreted, e.g. te-o-po-ri-ja, thehophoria'the carrying
of the god', re-ke-1o-ro-te-ri-jo, lekhestrõtërion'the (festivity of the) spreading
of the bed' and also to descriptions of cult activities like mu-jo-me-no e-pi wa-
na-ka-te, mujomenoi epi wanaktei '(on the occasion) when the wanqx was
introduced into a religious mystery cult' ([?]; PY un 2; other interpretations
cannot be excluded) or i-je-to-qe pa-ki-ja-si do-ra-qe pe-re po-re-na-qe a-ke,
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hietoi k'e pa-kiansi dõra k'e pherei phorenøs (?) k*e agei \the palace of
pylos) performs a cult ceremony (t?l; by organizing a procession?) and brings

offerings and leads victims (?)' (PY Tn 316). The term te-o-po-r'i-ia, thehopho-

ria 'the carrying of the god' (KN Ga 1058; Od 696) suggests that processions

were held in the course of which the (cult-image of a) deity was carried around

and, as the tablet PY Tn 316 just mentioned shows, gifts in form of precious

vessels were brought into sanctuaries.

Cult installations are indicated by terms like to-pe-zø, torpeúa (Classical

Greek trapeza, here 'altar?-table'; KN V 280) and e-ka-ra, eskhard 'hearth

(fre-alfar?)' (PY Ea 102) which presuppose the use of offering tables and hearths

(probably for bumt offerings), and also by expressions like o-pi-e-de-i, opi hedehí

'at the seat' (PY An 1281.2) and ki-wo-na-de, kiwöna-de 'to the column' (PY

Vn 48.4) which may be understood as indications of cult images and aniconic

installations (Kultmale; in the form of a throne or a sacred column).
Offerings mainly consist of natural products, cereals, fruits and vegetables

as well as animals, but sometimes also include man-made ones such as textiles

and precious vessels. Here it may also be mentioned that for religious purposes

men and women seem exceptionally2e to have been transferred to sanctuaries,

perhaps as gifts. That the personnel mentioned on PY Tn 316 and called po-

re-ne weÍe sent there as human offerings cannot be excluded.

Taken as a whole the outlay for the offerings was on a modest scale. It seems

that it took the form of offerings given, i.e. dedicated, to the deities themselves;

other contributions were supplied to support the cult personnel which took part

in religious festivals which may have lasted several days. As far as we Çan see

the amount of agricultural commodities consumed on the occasion of religious

activities was less than lOTo of the totals recorded by the palace administration.
Yet, as can be inferred from the class of 'mixed' offering tablets, a relatively
large part of these offerings was for State banquets organized by the palace.

The commodities, which on these occasions were consumed in respectable

quantities, included vegetables, cheese, wine and, above all, all kinds of sacri-

ficial animals. A great number of participants are supposed to have taken part

in these events; presumably they assembled in the megaron and the courl(s) of
the palaces or, on other occasions, at places outside the citadels (cf. Od.4.3lfÐ.
Among them there were the most powerful representatives of the State, the

w(tnax and the lawagetas. The wanax ('king') was clearly a recipient of offered
gifts3o as was the/a (?) Potnia (in some cases presumably the 'queen' cf. above

$14.3.1.3). Apparently we are confronted with a kind of theocratic system in

2n PY An 1281, Tn 316; cf. also Ae 303, An 607
30 PY Fr t2zo, t22'1 , t235.
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which the ruler and his wife and perhaps also the king's mother (cf. ma-te-re
te-i-jø, mqtërei thehiai'for the Divine mother', PY Fr L2023\ hold a (semi-)
divine position. In any case there was a close interconnection between what we
would now call the religious and the secular sector. The executive power, it
seems, was supported by, and integrated into, religion.

Much remains to be done before we can achieve a generally satisfying inter-
pretation of the Linear B texts concerning Mycenaean religion. At the moment,
despite the great and undeniable progress made, there are still numerous prob-
lems. But, in any case, and despite all the difficulties which must still be over-
come, the tablets are an invaluable source of information, which allows us to
explore at much greater depth the question of the origins and development of
Greek religion. Their historical position, between the Indo-European back-
ground and the Classical period, provides us with a sort of 'fiÍozen picture' of
an important moment in Late Bronze Age Greece.
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